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AN ARTHUR W. PAGE SOCIETY REPORT

VISION
The Arthur W. Page Society is committed to the belief that
public relations as a function of executive management is
central to the success of the corporation. The membership
of the Society will embrace those individuals who epitomize
the highest standards of public relations practice, as
exemplified by the Page Principles.

MISSION
To strengthen the management policy role of the corporate
public relations officer by providing a continuous learning
forum and by emphasizing the highest professional standards.

FOREWORD
This report consists of two parts, which reinforce each other. First, we present an
Arthur W. Page Society white paper called “The Authentic Enterprise,” which examines
the drivers and implications of a rapidly changing context for 21st century business.
Second, we report the results of a survey of chief executive officers on the evolving
role of the chief communications officer in light of these dramatic changes.
Together, these documents reach a number of important conclusions, which all
corporate executives and leaders of public institutions ought to consider. Our
objective is to stimulate dialogue – within companies, among leaders across a range
of industries, and more broadly with influencers and stakeholders who care about the
role of corporations. We hope such a dialogue will help all organizations – vast global
enterprises and smaller local ones – to be more authentic.
Our report is prompted by our desire to advance the Arthur W. Page Society Vision
and Mission, which are printed on the opposite page. Strong chief communications
officers who live by the Page Principles (see page 59) are well positioned to help their
companies succeed in the vastly different environment in which businesses must operate today. But as the report notes in its call to action, the specific roles these leaders
are required to play in this new era are significantly different and more challenging.
This has been a collaborative effort of many individuals who share the desire to see
the Page Society take a leadership role in helping corporations respond to the
challenges posed by the changes rapidly reshaping our world.

Roger Bolton, President
Arthur W. Page Society

The Arthur W. Page Society gratefully acknowledges Chevron Corporation for generously sponsoring
the printing of this report.
Copyright © 2007 by Arthur W. Page Society. All rights reserved. No part of this publication
may be reproduced in any form without the prior written permission of the publisher.
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RELATIONSHIPS, VALUES
& THE EVOLUTION OF

CORPORATE
COMMUNICATIONS
AN ARTHUR W. PAGE SOCIETY REPORT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A task force of the Arthur W. Page Society set out
to examine the evolving role of the senior communications executive in 21st century business. As
our team pursued its mission, we found ourselves
confronting phenomena that go far beyond the
future of public relations. The relevance of these
phenomena was confirmed in a new study, commissioned for this report, in which we surveyed
chief executive officers on their perceptions
of how their own jobs are being reshaped.

principles, beliefs, mission, purpose or value
proposition – must dictate consistent behavior
and actions.
In a word, authenticity will be the coin of the
realm for successful corporations and for those
who lead them. But when we describe the emerging business model as “the authentic enterprise,”
two important caveats are necessary.
The first is that we are not suggesting that businesses of the past were somehow inauthentic.
Rather, it is the general arena of judgment and
differentiation that has changed – and changed
fundamentally. That in turn requires a corresponding change in how the corporation operates. Its
actions and reputation, which used to be safeguarded by a cadre of professionalized functions,
are now the responsibility of everyone in the
enterprise. What used to be controlled within the
company’s “four walls” is now spread across multiple partners, communities and individuals around
the globe.

Businesses and institutions today are facing
a rapidly changing landscape:
•

the emergence of a new digital information
commons;

•

the reality of a global economy; and

•

the appearance and empowerment of myriad
new stakeholders.

Together, these forces have created a global playing field of unprecedented transparency and radically democratized access to information production, dissemination and consumption. They are
overturning the corporation’s traditional ability to
segment audiences and messages and to manage
how it wishes to be perceived. Today the corporation’s relationship with one constituency is readily
visible to all constituencies, who are multiplying
in number and growing in sophistication. Further,
some of these new players are not legitimate
stakeholders at all, but rather simply adversarial
or even malicious. At the same time, powerful
new possibilities are being opened up for the
corporation to reach genuine stakeholders, to
advance its policy interests, to build its brand
and enhance its reputation.

In a word, authenticity will be
the coin of the realm for successful
corporations and for those who
lead them.
This implies that companies must think in different ways about the roles of senior management
and the responsibilities of all employees. In our
study, CEOs described the need for their companies to capitalize on the new realities. Many of
the changes required involve stakeholder relationships and public perceptions, so CEOs are looking for their Chief Communications Officers to
take a more strategic and interactive role within
the senior leadership of the company. And
because the authentic enterprise requires a highly
coordinated approach across marketing, human
resources, legal, finance and other corporate functions, as well as line management, more than ever,
leaders will need to hone their collaboration skills.

In such an environment, the corporation that
wants to establish a distinctive brand and achieve
long-term success must, more than ever before,
be grounded in a sure sense of what defines it -why it exists, what it stands for and what differentiates it in a marketplace of customers, investors
and workers. Those definitions – call them values,
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The second caveat is that not all enterprises,
groups or individuals will seek this kind of
authenticity. Indeed, the very forces creating so
much new opportunity are opening it up to everyone – including those who have no interest in
building institutions, but only in short-term gains.
The proliferation of ways to play today’s radically
fluid and open financial markets – from arbitrage,
to hedge funds, to short-selling, to outright fraud
of many stripes – is only expanding.

•

The converging forces of technology, global
integration, multiplying stakeholders and
the resulting greater need for transparency
are the most important communications
challenges facing 21st century companies.

•

Communicators are uniquely positioned to
become experts on the new art and science
of organizational trust.

1.

Leadership in defining and instilling company
values;

2. Leadership in building and managing multistakeholder relationships;
3. Leadership in enabling the enterprise with
“new media” skills and tools; and

In this report, we draw on original research
among CEOs, our own experience and a broad
range of studies and perspectives to support a
number of core conclusions:
The communications function has evolved
significantly over the past three decades,
and is achieving increased stature within the
corporation.

We are no longer in control of our traditional
spheres of professional activity. Indeed, all
business functions are at the dawn of an era
of radical de-professionalization.

At the end of our report, we lay out four new
priorities and skills for which the Chief
Communications Officer must now assume
a leadership role:

Some enterprises will choose to retreat from this
conundrum entirely. The growth of private equity
today may be testament to that. But for those
corporations that remain public and that aspire to
build trusted brands, sustainable marketplace success and community reputation, the imperative of
authenticity will inevitably grow in importance.

•

•

4. Leadership in building and managing trust,
in all its dimensions.
We believe that our profession is in a strong
position to succeed in the 21st century. None of
the new roles we have described is currently the
responsibility of an existing department, and
our evolution as a function has prepared us well
to take them on. Although success will require
new approaches, deeper business knowledge and
new skills and measurements, we are ready for
this moment.
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INTRODUCTION: THE CEO’S CHALLENGE
New models of and possibilities for the corporation are taking shape.
Because of that, our profession today finds itself at a historic inflection point.
We know this from our own experience, and a new study commissioned by
the Arthur W. Page Society among CEOs (see Part 2) confirms and deepens
that understanding. The leaders of our companies are facing new challenges,
which they are looking to us to help them solve.
How we react to this moment could well determine the future of our
profession, and the careers of the women and men who comprise it. More
importantly, our actions could have a material effect on our companies’
ability to adapt to and thrive in a radically new economic and societal
environment – to become examples of what we call the authentic enterprise.
There is broad consensus among the chief executives we surveyed that
the past several years have witnessed a profound shift in the public’s and
government’s view of corporations. Demands for transparency are at an
all-time high, and give no sign of ebbing. This is blurring the lines between
companies’ “inside” and “outside” behaviors and communications. At the
same time, in a world where the tools and relationships of reputation and
influence are available to all – the irresponsible as well as the responsible,
friends as well as foes – the identity and definition of an enterprise or institution is subject to far less control than in the past. In many ways today,
businesses – but also communities, individuals and nations – are in an
acute and high-stakes battle for their identities and global reputations.
The source of this disruptive shift is the convergence of three major forces –
the digital network revolution, the reality of globalization and the empowerment of myriad new stakeholders – and it is changing the context for business
and society. The stakes could not be higher for our companies. Our leaders
9
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believe that we are at one of those inflection points in business history
when new technologies combine with new economic and societal conditions
to change the game in fundamental ways. They see that accepted beliefs,
long-standing institutions and highly successful enterprises are subject
to rapid redefinition – for good or for ill. This presents both major threats
and major opportunities for the corporation.
CEOs are looking to us for leadership in understanding and responding to
this new reality. As a result, CCOs have the opportunity to take on a larger
role within the enterprise and to provide greater value to it and its growing
network of constituencies. If we choose this path, we can transform our profession, open up new and meaningful kinds of responsibility and learning,
and create exciting new career paths for communications professionals.
Alternately, we could circle the wagons and defend our familiar ways of
behaving and operating. If we choose that path, we risk being marginalized.
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I. DRIVERS AND IMPLICATIONS OF CHANGE
The modern multinational corporation, which
emerged during the 20th century, was far more
complex structurally and operationally than the
business organizations that had preceded it, and
was subject to many more external and internal
pressures. As a result, it developed the administrative and strategic functions that came to define
contemporary business management, such as
public relations, personnel, finance, legal, advertising, data processing and other “staff” functions.

speed of those communications; and entirely
new, low-cost tools and capabilities to search,
structure and make sense of all this information
and interaction.
Global integration: Free trade agreements, the
Internet and the emergence of highly skilled populations in developing regions have created a “flat
world.” For business, globalization has long been
transforming markets for capital and labor. Now
it is reshaping the footprint – and even the idea –
of the corporation. This institution is shifting
from a hierarchical, monolithic, multinational
model to one that is horizontal, networked and
globally integrated. Because the operations and
responsibilities of organizations can now be componentized, “virtualized” and distributed over an
ecosystem of business relationships, work can
now be located wherever it makes sense, driven
by the imperatives of economics, expertise and
open business conditions. Work is increasingly
separable from the organization. This creates new
challenges for companies to manage their identities and reputations.

As these functions developed, they became
increasingly professionalized – manifest in the
shifts from Personnel to Human Resources; from
Data Processing to Management Information
Systems and then to a Chief Information Officer;
from Advertising to Marketing; and so on.
(See the Appendix for summaries of research
on these fields.)
However, at the same time that the multinational
and its management systems were taking everclearer and more defined shape, three countervailing trends were arising that have revolutionized the environment in which businesses
operate: the digital network revolution, global
integration and stakeholder empowerment.
Together, they call into question many basic
assumptions of the 20th century corporate model.

Together, the digital network
revolution, global integration and
stakeholder empowerment call into
question many basic assumptions of
the 20th century corporate model.

The digital network revolution: The Internet
and information technology are proliferating
and democratizing the world’s channels of
communication. The Net provides interlinked,
low-cost (even free) and easy-to-use ways to
communicate, to work and to organize people
with common interests.

When a company is a composite of many businesses and entities spread around the world, who
is it that orchestrates the seamless integration of
diverse employee cultures, governmental regulations and financial landscapes? Indeed, who is an
“employee”? Who is responsible for a company’s
brand? Who is accountable for what the corporation creates and delivers – and for how it behaves?
The globally integrated enterprise locates operations and work wherever it makes sense around
the world, and any company today can access talent and expertise from anywhere on the planet.
What are the cultural, regulatory and financial
implications of this truly global context?

This is driving a shift in the way people interact
with each other and with companies and institutions. It changes how dialogue occurs, how perceptions are shaped and how relationships are
forged. We all must deal with a dramatic increase
in the overall volume of communication; marked
changes in the content, tone and purpose of those
communications; an exponential increase in the
11
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Stakeholder empowerment: In addition to the
familiar intermediaries and constituencies with
whom corporations have interacted in the past –
such as investors, media, analysts and regulatory
bodies – there is now a diverse array of communities, interests, nongovernmental organizations
(e.g., environmental, human rights or consumer
affairs) and individuals – all far more able
to collaborate among themselves around shared
interests and to reach large audiences. At the
same time, companies and institutions themselves
are seeking similar kinds of engagement with
multiple constituencies.

complex business ecosystems. As a result, the
chief communications executive and the communications function of a 21st century corporation
will increasingly be responsible not only for the
reputation of their single company, but also for
understanding, communicating and even helping
to shape the reputations of its ecosystem partners
– such as clients, partners, government agencies,
nongovernmental organizations and other
influencers.
We also need to collaborate much more often
and more intimately with sister functions inside
the company, such as human resources, marketing,
legal and finance. And the business desperately
needs that. The situation of most companies
today is like the parable of six blind men and the
elephant: Each specialized discipline has its own
deep knowledge and set of constituencies, but no
function today looks across the full spectrum.

Hence, the coinage a few years ago of the term
“stakeholder” – and even the suggestion of a new
category of “stakeholder rights.” Our companies
themselves have growing stakes in other enterprises’ success or failure, in their strategies,
brands, and even values. Our leaders are seeking
influence and even decision-making power in a
growing array of interests and activities, because
our companies’ fortunes depend more and more
upon the success of partners, suppliers, clients,
national economies, the global economy, university curricula and the health of our communities.

All three of these drivers – technology, globalization and the empowerment of new stakeholders –
are generating an extraordinary fragmentation of
a company’s marketplace and environment. And
this creates entirely new expectations for those
corporations to fulfill.

Public opinion surveys demonstrate that many
of these new stakeholders are held in high esteem.
At the same time, we have witnessed a marked
decline in public respect for institutions in general,
and business in particular. This, in turn, has led to
heightened regulatory scrutiny (e.g., SarbanesOxley) and new demands for transparency in
corporate performance and behavior. Such scrutiny
is certainly challenging – but it is just one of the
problems businesses face. These new capabilities
are also empowering many bad actors – from outright criminals and malicious hackers, to fringe
groups and narrowly focused zealots with neither
values nor authenticity, and scant regard for truth,
fairness or dialogue. Today, access to the tools and
organizing power of social media is free for all.

Consider:

Together, these shifts put new pressures on our
companies, but they also open up new avenues to
develop deeper and more extensive relationships
– relationships that can unlock new kinds of value
for the enterprise through collaboration across

•

A decade after the Netscape IPO, more than
a billion people have access to the Internet.
By 2011, it is estimated that the Internet will
reach two billion people – nearly one-third of
the world’s population.

•

Every one of these individuals, as well as
every connected business and institution, can
literally become a global publisher for free in
a few minutes. If the first phase of the Web
was about the democratization of information consumption, the next phase – what some
call Web 2.0 – is about the democratization
of information production.

•

The number of bloggers is doubling every five
months. As of October 2007, the blogsearch
site Technorati was tracking 108 million
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blogs, increasing at a rate of 175,000 new
blogs every day. They are updated at a rate of
18 posts per second – or 1.6 million daily.
•

Nearly every major U.S. newspaper suffered
circulation declines in 2006. As readers flock
to the Web and other outlets for news, average daily circulation of the 770 newspapers
reporting results to the Audit Bureau of
Circulation dropped 2.8 percent on a
year-to-year basis during the six months
ended September 30, 2006 – following a
decline of 2.5 percent during the reporting
period ended March 31 of this year and a 2.6
percent decline in the year-earlier period.

•

The same “crowdsourcing” (a.k.a. open
source) phenomenon that created Linux and
that made the online encyclopedia Wikipedia
a serious challenger to conventional encyclopedias and reference works is now being
applied to journalism – manifest in the pioneering Korean “citizen journalist” newspaper
OhMyNews (http://english.ohmynews.com/ )
and the March 2007 launch of Assignment Zero
(http://zero.newassignment.net/).

•

More than 300 million camera phones were
shipped in 2005. They are now the most
widespread image-capture devices in the
world. At current growth rates, there could
be one billion camera phones in use worldwide by 2008. That means nearly one person
in six is a potential photojournalist – or,
with the spread of video capabilities,
documentary filmmaker.

•

Teens in the U.S. – the consumers of today
and the employees, shareholders, voters and
leaders of tomorrow – spend 60 percent less
time watching TV than their parents, and
600 percent more time online, interacting
with, influencing and being influenced not
by institutions, marketers or professional
communicators, but by their peers.

•

Globalization is advancing rapidly. Initially,
this has been driven by the imperatives of
economics. By one estimate, between 2000
and 2003 alone, foreign firms built 60,000
manufacturing plants in China, where labor
costs are one-tenth those of the developed
world. The flow of work in a globalizing economy is not being driven by economics alone,
but also by the need to tap premium skills
and expertise. For instance, IBM’s annual
survey of foreign direct investment trends in
manufacturing, services and R&D found that
Europe regained its position as number one
in 2005 – attracting 39 percent of all
projects, vs. Asia’s 31 percent.

•

Both global integration and technological
progress are being accelerated by radically
open approaches to innovation – from opensource software, to componentized business
processes, to distributed business models.
P&G, for example, “imports” 50 percent of
its new ideas from outsiders. And Eli Lilly has
created an open R&D marketplace called
Innocentive to match problems needing
solutions with independent researchers
who can solve them.

•

Strangers with common views can find each
other and create new communities of interest
with the power to affect established institutions. Experts on typewriter fonts used the
blogosphere to question the authenticity of
documents cited by CBS News, leading to
the departure of news anchor Dan Rather.
Howard Dean’s run for the 2004 Democratic
presidential nomination was a grassroots phenomenon, built on Web-based fundraising,
organizing and “meet-ups.” A disgruntled
retiree founded the Association of BellTel
Retirees and attracted 100,000 members
virtually overnight. And environmental
groups hired investment bankers to negotiate
environmental concessions from the private
equity buyer of TXU.
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•

All of this makes the 21st century enterprise vulnerable at a wholly new level to unexpected developments that can damage the brand, negatively
affect employee commitment, undercut outside
relationships and destabilize management,
including the CEO and other corporate officers
and Board members. This, in turn, means that
the stakes are much higher for what corporate
communicators do.

CEOs’ jobs are themselves undergoing profound change. As Procter & Gamble CEO
A.G. Lafley puts it, “Like it or not, we are in
a global political world. I've concluded I’m in
it, anyway, and I might as well deal with it.”

Put all this together, and it is clear that companies
are operating in a different context. The ripple
effect of information is dramatically faster and
broader, new stakeholders are arising and interacting with each other in ways that create public
opinion and regulatory challenges, and enterprises
are increasingly diffused and virtualized, making
it harder for them to respond. And, of course, it
is not only people commenting on or advocating
with regard to the company who are being
empowered. The same is happening among all
those who interact with or act upon the company
in any way – whether financial, or legal, or competitive, or in terms of its supply chain, hiring,
workforce practices or myriad other aspects of its
operations. The effect of that, in terms of the company’s exposure and relationships, is exponential.

The CEOs surveyed for this report
underscored these converging forces –
technology, global integration, multiplying stakeholders and the resulting
greater need for transparency – as
the most important communications
challenges facing their companies.
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II. THE AUTHENTIC ENTERPRISE
We are witnessing today nothing less than the
emergence of a new global information commons
– interlinked, lightweight, low-cost (even free) and
easy for anyone to use. Blogs, wikis, content syndication and social networking are not merely
adjuncts to the mainstream media. What the
open source movement did to the world of software development, these “Web 2.0” capabilities
are doing to the arena for public discourse
and influence.

au·then·tic, adj.
1.

2.

3.

Conforming to fact and therefore worthy
of trust, reliance, or belief: an authentic
account by an eyewitness.
Having a claimed and verifiable origin
or authorship; not counterfeit or copied:
an authentic medieval sword.
Law Executed with due process:
an authentic deed.
- American Heritage Dictionary

They are not only creating a democratized “bully
pulpit,” but enabling instant fact-checking of any
company’s, government’s or NGO’s communications, performed by the collective eyes of the
entire networked world. They are not only
empowering a billion new communicators –
citizen journalists, publishers, broadcasters,
filmmakers, photographers, etc. – but are building
an exponentially more intelligent distribution
network, based on the “wisdom of crowds.” That
is, not only can anyone now create any kind of
media, but if it is valuable to people, it will be
instantaneously spread globally.

The simple reality is that, like the journalists,
analysts and managers who have been our main
focus, we no longer have a privileged position in
the areas that used to define our function.

The quality of the company’s products and services
(or lack thereof) is apparent to all customers and
potential customers. Its treatment of employees
and retirees is visible across the corporation and
to potential employees and public interest groups.
Its citizenship, environmental behavior, corporate
governance standards, executive compensation
practices and public policy recommendations are
transparent to all.

•

We used to control messages about our company.
Today, they are created, exchanged and
modified by a vast, distributed ecosystem of
employees, customers, partners, communities,
interest groups and “observers.”

•

We used to segment communications carefully to
targeted audiences. In an open information
commons, everyone can see (and, increasingly,
modify) any public communication, no matter to whom it is targeted.

•

We used to have distinct expertise in and control
over the channels of communication. Today, channels are exploding in number, are easy to use,
and as a result now “belong” to everyone.

Each of these challenges is daunting – but each
also presents an opportunity. To seize these
opportunities, we must adopt very different
behaviors and develop new skill sets. Again, our
CEO study supports this. In our research, CEOs
identified two overarching criteria for communications – both internal and external:

The impact of the Web on a brand’s authenticity
has begun to be discussed within the marketing
community, as reported in the May 2007 issue of
Fast Company (“Who Do You Love? The appeal –
and risks – of authenticity,” by Bill Breen). And
the consequences could not be more profound
for corporate communicators.
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1.

Message “segmentation” is no longer practical
or desirable. Despite the proliferation of
diverse stakeholders, all are now on a level
playing field.

Is your company a world-leading innovator, or a
profit-mongering exploiter of the poor? Is it progressive, innovative and adjusting to new realities,
or is it abandoning its core values and putting
profits ahead of people? This competitive war of
definition affects all businesses today – and most
daunting of all, it is asymmetrical: Greater
resources no longer provide a significant competitive advantage. Further, it applies not only to corporations, but also to the individuals who make
up its workforce. After all, not only the company
as a whole, but each of its people is a global actor
now, with exposure to the same exciting possibilities and sobering vulnerabilities.

2. Values are the fundamental basis for
enterprise communications.
This isn’t just about ensuring that we tell the same
story to all audiences, but about how decisions
are made across the organization. In a marketplace where access and institutional authority can
no longer be controlled, expertise and authenticity
become more crucial than ever before. Every
enterprise must be grounded in a clear sense of
itself. Indeed, an enterprise or institution that is
sure of its purpose, mission and values – and that
takes those bedrock definitions seriously – is
effectively compelled to behave in ways that are
consistent with its core values.

So, to be an effective communications function in
the authentic enterprise:
1.

What kind of definitions are we talking about?
A business must be able to answer such questions
as: What business are we in? What markets do we
serve? What differentiates us as an employer, an
investment, a partner, a neighbor? What do we
deeply believe in? What will endure? What do we
value? And once we have answered these questions and have a good sense of who we are and
what we believe, how can we ensure that everyone associated with the far-flung enterprise
understands and acts in accordance with our
mission, values, goals and operating principles?

We must not only position our companies,
but also help define them. While expertise
and authenticity are essential, communicators’ counsel to the corporation must
now encompass its fundamental business
model, brand, culture, policies and, most
importantly, values.

2. We must not only develop channels for
messaging but also networks of relationships. In a business ecosystem of proliferating constituencies, communicators must lead
the development of social networks and the
tools and skills of relationship building and
collaborative influence – both to seize new
opportunities and to respond to new threats.

Discovering the answers to such questions and
embedding them in real and lasting ways into the
fabric of an organization is non-trivial. Indeed, it
may be the hardest challenge any organization
faces in the course of its lifetime. And increasingly, that definitional challenge comes not just from
within, but also from the outside. When the
capacity to influence and shape reputation is
available to all, the identity and brand of an enterprise or institution is subject to far less control
than in the past.

3. We must shift from changing perceptions
to changing realities. In a world of radical
transparency, 21st century communications
functions must lead in shaping behavior –
inside and out – to make the company’s values
a reality.
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Further, we must not only change what we do, but
also how we do it. We must work in ways that are
far more interactive – even collaborative – than
in the past. Although our work has been called
“communications,” in truth it has mostly been
one-way. We must now make the radical departure of becoming facilitators of two-way and
multi-directional conversations. Corporate communicators must not only speak to, but learn
from, all of the company’s populations in new and
deeper ways. We can and must influence them,
and build relationships of partnership, trust and
mutual self-interest. They are stakeholders in us,
and we in them. And we must work to ensure that
the world’s diversity – of experience, thought
and culture – is reflected by the people serving
in our profession.

enabled adversaries by playing offense, not just
defense. That is, companies must leverage the
new tools of social media to “fight fire with fire.”
CEOs acknowledge that these new forms of interactive communications are in an early, largely aspirational stage today. But they expect their chief
communications officer to take on this new
responsibility.
Finally, we must respond to both the threats and
the opportunities of this new environment at a
dramatically faster pace. The notion of “future
shock” has become a cliché over the past three
decades – but nowhere is its reality felt more
acutely than in the arena of global communications. Indeed, one of the distinctive challenges for
public relations professionals today is to broker
the tensions among (a) the yearly or quarterly
timeframes of corporate strategy; (b) the daily,
often minute-by-minute timeframes of the media,
the grapevine and the blogosphere; and (c) the
long-term timeframes of the company’s historical
evolution and mission.

This was confirmed in our survey of CEOs. They
view their communications leaders as functioning
in three ways:
•

Reactive communications leaders prioritize
incoming inquiries, manage the press and
public events, serve as spokespersons,
monitor reputation and engage in crisis
management.

•

Proactive communications leaders develop ideas
and campaigns, shape messaging, monitor
reputation across multiple stakeholders and
educate employees.

•

Interactive communications leaders collaborate
with key stakeholders, employees and the
public at large; clarify and disseminate the
company’s values; operate as shapers of the
company’s strategic direction; and measure
results in concrete, business-worthy ways.

The work before us is at once more interesting,
valuable and challenging than the work we have
been asked to do in the past. This kind of enterprise authenticity is difficult to achieve, but it
also holds vast potential for growth, innovation
and inspiration. The role of communications
leadership – within our organizations, and across
our profession – is to rise to that challenge and
seize that opportunity.
In doing so, we can be guided by the core principles laid down by Arthur Page years ago, which
are as relevant to the world into which we’re
moving as they were in the business world in
which they were created. Indeed, these principles,
taken together, provide an excellent definition of
what it means to be an authentic enterprise:

Across the board, the CEOs regarded reactive
approaches as inadequate. Even the “proactive”
approaches that have strengthened during the
past couple of decades, while valuable, are no
longer sufficient. Our leaders recognize the need
for their enterprises to engage in fully interactive
ways with all their important constituencies. At
the same time, they believe their organizations
must respond to the asymmetrical assaults of Web-

•

Tell the truth. Let the public know what’s happening and provide an accurate picture of the
company’s character, ideals and practices.
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•

Prove it with action. Public perception of an
organization is determined 90 percent by what
it does and 10 percent by talking about it.

•

Listen to the customer. To serve the company
well, understand what the public wants and
needs. Keep top decision makers and other
employees informed about public reaction
to company products, policies and practices.

•

Manage for tomorrow. Anticipate public reaction and eliminate practices that create difficulties. Generate goodwill.

•

Conduct public relations as if the whole company
depends on it. Corporate relations is a management function. No corporate strategy should
be implemented without considering its
impact on the public. The public relations
professional is a policymaker capable of handling a wide range of corporate communications activities.

•

Realize a company’s true character is expressed by
its people. The strongest opinions – good or
bad – about a company are shaped by the
words and deeds of its employees. As a result,
every employee – active or retired – is
involved with public relations. It is the
responsibility of corporate communications
to support each employee’s capability and
desire to be an honest, knowledgeable ambassador to customers, friends, shareowners and
public officials.

•

Remain calm, patient and good-humored. Lay the
groundwork for public relations miracles with
consistent, calm and reasoned attention to
information and contacts. When a crisis arises,
remember that cool heads communicate best.
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III. EVOLUTION OF THE PROFESSION
All business in a democratic country begins with public
permission and exists by public approval. If that be
true, it follows that business should be cheerfully
willing to tell the public what its policies are, what it
is doing and what it hopes to do. This seems practically
a duty.1

The state of the public relations function today
represents a significant advance over its status,
scope and skills in prior generations. Most corporate communications organizations today are
responsible for key aspects of their companies’
reputations. This is managed through relationships with the press, employees and analysts, and
through communications guidance and support
of the company’s senior executives. In some cases,
corporate communications is also responsible for
relations with government, NGOs, foundations
and the like. These are the familiar disciplines of
corporate communications.

The deepening of corporate public relations from
old-fashioned publicity to strategic enterprise
communications continued in the post-WW II
era among other companies such as Ford, Johnson
& Johnson, and JD Searle, and through practitioners of proactive communications such as
Herb Schmertz at Mobil. Following in the footsteps of pioneers like Page, Garrett, Edward
Bernays, Ivy Lee and Harold Burson, these leaders developed new forms of strategic public relations that redefined the profession and brought
it into the age of the modern multinational.

Arguably, of course, despite the relatively recent
vintage of the business discipline of public relations, aspects of its work were being performed
before there were public corporations. What we
today call PR helped the British East India
Company and Dutch East India Company to
raise the necessary capital to finance their overseas initiatives and to motivate the local citizenry
to establish lives in the then New World.

During the 1960s, the role of corporate communications in shaping and explaining corporate
social responsibility, as we know it today, acquired
a new level of urgency – spurred in America,
for instance, by such initiatives as the Civil
Rights Act of 1965, and the establishment
of the Environmental Protection Agency, the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) and the Consumer Protection Agency.
As public relations practitioners adapted to these
new legal and regulatory requirements, two related developments had a significant impact on the
thrust of corporate communications:

As Prof. Paul Argenti argues in his textbook
Corporate Communication, the profession has come
a long way from “the ‘flack’ era of public relations.” It achieved an important new sense of mission in the 1930s with the efforts of Paul Garrett
at General Motors and Arthur Page with AT&T
to move corporate public relations into the direction of serious communication about the totality
of the business.
As Scott Cutlip, Allen Center and Glen Broom
point out in their book Effective Public Relations,
Garrett and Page not only helped GM and AT&T
communicate but also were given voices in company policy. Page was noted for suggesting a company’s public reputation would be determined by
organizational performance. He summed up his
philosophy thus:

1

From George Griswold, Jr., “How AT&T Public Relations
Policies Developed,” Public Relations Quarterly (Vol. 12, Fall
1967, p.13).

•

The emergence of nongovernment organizations, or NGOs, as self-appointed representatives of the public interest.

•

The proliferation of media and their more
aggressive coverage of business. The appearance of 24-hour cable networks devoted
exclusively to business and their ability to
move news around the world at the speed of
sound required a new response mechanism
that has continued to be challenging even to
the largest corporations.
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As contemporary corporate communications
functions have continued to evolve, they have
wrestled with questions such as how to ground
communications goals in the needs and criteria
of the business; whether to centralize or decentralize; where the function reports; and what
skills are needed to shift from a passive to an
active stance (e.g., shaping coverage rather than
reacting to it; building, rather than just defending,
brand and reputation; and changing internal
culture, vs. “corporate journalism” and
message dissemination).

communications leaders as being more influential
today than ever before. Although practices vary
when it comes to including senior communications executives in all levels of decision making,
the trend is toward greater integration into the
formation of strategy. When we have combined
our traditional skills of creating messaging and
communications programs with external and
internal integration roles and business and industry expertise, public relations professionals have
played a lead role with the C-suite in determining
enterprise policies and actions. According to a
recent survey by PR Week, 45.6 percent of senior
communications leaders today report directly to
the CEO, with the rest reporting to marketing,
human resources, legal and other senior
operating officers.

These issues remain alive today – but on balance,
there is a general consensus across the profession
about how to address them. Public relations has
learned and institutionalized the lessons of the
’60s, ’70s and ’80s – the so-called Information
Age – for organizational communications.

This is no longer about the basics of the communications craft. Those are now taken for granted.
Most of the CEOs surveyed expect their senior
communications leaders also to possess strong
business expertise – knowledge of both the company’s industry and of business strategy in general.
They expect comprehensive knowledge of the
multiple constituencies with which a business
today must interact – and in a global context, this
means people, cultures and economies that span
the planet.

Today, we aim not merely to react to press coverage, but to engage in a more active dialogue with
reporters and create communications that proactively build support for our products, brands and
policy objectives. Within our companies, we have
advanced past “corporate journalism” and simple
message dissemination, and are now engaged in
true culture change. In place of traditional
speechwriting and wordsmithing, we play an
increasingly strategic role in company policy
and positioning.

They also say that the emphasis of communications work must shift significantly toward internal communications, as they seek to transform
their organizations’ culture and workforce skills –
not just to make them more efficient and productive, but to embed the kind of pervasive transparency, personal responsibility and values-based
decision making that enterprise-scale authenticity
requires. Finally, CEOs increasingly look to their
communications executives to be educators, able
to teach other executives how to communicate
about the company.

As the corporate function in touch with the
broadest range of constituencies – from employees, investors, media and industry analysts, to
local communities, NGOs and government
officials -- we function as the company’s “eyes and
ears,” bringing objective, third-party opinions and
priorities to the attention of senior management.
We can also act as a key integrator within the
company – across other functions such as human
resources, legal, finance, marketing and IT -helping to develop comprehensive strategies,
responses and solutions.

If the nature of audiences, channels and content
in the 21st century were to remain unchanged,
our profession and the role of its leaders would
doubtless continue on their current course and

Our bosses have noticed. The Page Society’s CEO
study showed that chief executives see senior
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speed. However, the reality is that the old status
quo, even that from as recent a time as the
mid-1990s, no longer prevails. The broader communications environment across the planet is
undergoing its most profound change in decades,
arguably centuries. Hence, our profession is confronting an upheaval just as fundamental. It is
characterized by:
1.

2. New channels and new kinds of content:
Communication channels are proliferating in
number and nature. They are changing thanks
to shifts in technology, cost, access and usage.
The most important inflection point for this
shift was the transformation of the Internet
into a popular medium, with the appearance
of the World Wide Web. This new era began
on August 9, 1995, the date of the Netscape
IPO. And after a decade, the Web has evolved
beyond a global platform for publication into
a global platform for work. With the development of “Web 2.0” capabilities such as blogs,
wikis, podcasts, content syndication and
immersive virtual worlds, it is literally the case
that any literate person today can become a
global publisher for free in five minutes,
drawing on a richer array of communications
capabilities than William Randolph Hearst,
Henry Luce or William S. Paley ever dared
imagine. Content about your enterprise is not
produced and distributed globally just by the
corporation, or Communications or the press
now, but by your employees, your partners,
your communities— and your adversaries.

New audiences: Our audiences are no longer
restricted to employees, managers, analysts
and the press – and the definitions of those
audiences are themselves shifting in basic
ways. Who, for instance, is an “employee” of
a virtual corporation – one that entrusts many
of its processes and functions to partners?
What changes are underway in the nature
and role of the company’s board of directors,
given the increasing prominence of governance and disclosure issues? What happens
when analysts and media – once necessary
aggregators if a business wanted to reach
mass audiences – lose their unique ability
to reach those audiences or to legitimize
the company’s message? And what do you
do when those channels are, at the very least,
augmented (if not obviated) by multiple new
communities of interest, expertise and perspective? Indeed, what do you do in a world
where infinite “audience segmentations”
are possible?

3. New measurements: Logically enough, the
measures we use to gauge our success are
shifting as well. Previously, most were activitybased – column inches and readership
Continued on page 23

The Evolution of the Public Relations Profession
Yesterday:
Public Relations
(ca. 1945 – 1995)

Today: Corporate
Communications
(1995 – 2007)

Tomorrow
(2008 - ?)

Mission

Liaison of the
enterprise

Strategic planner of
enterprise positioning

Shepherd of enterprise
reputation and authenticity

Roles and
responsibilities

Build and maintain
relationships with the media;
corporate journalism; internal
events; speechwriting

Drive coverage; influence
external criteria; change
culture; influence strategy
and policy

Create and influence ecosystem
of advocates; steward company’s
values, brand and reputation;
shape culture and behaviors;
create the new, blended
physical/virtual work environment; empower employees
as communicators
Continued on page 22
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The Evolution of the Public Relations Profession, cont.
Yesterday:
Public Relations
(ca. 1945 – 1995)

Today: Corporate
Communications
(1995 – 2007)

Tomorrow
(2008 - ?)

Audiences

Media, employees,
shareholders, general public

Media, employees, shareholders,
senior management, analysts;
in some cases government,
NGOs, foundations

Media, employees, shareholders,
senior management, analysts; in
some cases government, NGOs,
foundations, boards of directors
and a billion global “publishers”
with the means to be heard
by mass audiences and to
organize quickly

Channels

Print, broadcast, “house
organs,” events

Print, broadcast, events, Web
1.0 (e.g., intranets)

Content

Content controlled by PR:
external announcements
(products, business actions,
etc.); internal news, messaging
and morale-building; executive
speeches

Some content controlled by
Communications, some by HR
and marketing, some by
stakeholders; the latter includes
employee feedback, ecosystemcreated ideas and perspectives
on company

Print, broadcast, interactive
partnerships, town halls and
Web 2.0 (enabling employees,
partners, clients, influencers—
a billion “publishers”)
Content is created by everyone,
influenced by Communications:
defining values, strategy, brand;
collaboratively shaped public
policy; new academic curricula

Measurement
of Value

Activity-based: e.g., volume
and nature of press coverage,
readership of employee
publications

Attitude-based: e.g., corporate
reputation surveys; measures
of employee commitment

Impact-based: e.g., changes in
policy, behavior (internal and
external); increased revenue,
growth; recruitment; social
network analysis

Functional
Disciplines

Media relations, employee
publications, speechwriting

Media, analyst and investor
relations, internal and
executive communications

Influencer relations and
analytics; workforce enablement;
values and brand experience;
social networking/new media;
corporate affairs; CSR

Skills

Writing, design, managing the
press, message management,
event planning

Driving coverage, organizational
culture change, shaping strategic
agendas

Building collaborative business
ecosystems -- engaged, enabled,
supportive populations

Talent Pool

Former reporters, freelance
writers, graphic designers,
PR agencies

Reporters, writers and web
experts, information managers
(e.g., library science, opinion
research)

Reporters, writers, Web experts,
information managers, policy
wonks, learning and organization
development professionals,
MBAs and business strategists

Leadership

VP of Public Relations: reports
to Marketing, HR, COO or
Public Affairs

SVP of Corporate
Communications: nearly
half report to CEO

Chief Communications
Officer: reports to CEO
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In stepping up to the challenges and seizing the
opportunities arising from the phenomena we’ve
observed – the challenges and opportunities of
the authentic enterprise – the greatest danger
corporate communications faces, ironically, may
lie in our very success over the past two decades,
if that success blinds us to the new demands that
lie ahead.

surveys. Today, we set for ourselves more
strategically ambitious goals. We measure the
impact of the company’s brand and reputation, and we use measurements of employee
commitment. And as we start to apply the
analysis of social networks to business, we
begin to see the promise of far more sophisticated analytics for the establishment and
spread of influence and the development of
relationships (e.g., “six degrees of separation”). This is fortunate, since our bosses
increasingly demand rigorous measurement
of success in communications – just as they
expect from all other corporate functions.

Without question, our profession today is far
stronger, with deeper skills, broader scope and
greater status than ever before. Ours is an impressive record of change and growth. Today, however,
we confront a very different reality. Fundamental
change is occurring across message creation,
channels and audiences simultaneously. This
change is taking many forms, but there is one
inescapable reality across all of them:

In addition to audiences, channels, content and
measurements, most other aspects of modern
corporate communications have also undergone
analogous changes over the years – and will continue to do so in the decades ahead.

We are no longer in control.
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IV. FOUNDATIONS OF A 21ST CENTURY PROFESSION:
PROFESSIONALIZE AND REVOLUTIONIZE
A company’s reputation is the product of two
things, its own actions and behaviors, and the
perceptions of its key constituencies. The traditional role of corporate communications has been
to provide counsel to the corporation on how
to characterize that intersection in the most
advantageous way.

and broadened this democratizing empowerment
of employees and all constituencies. (See the
Appendix.) One key role of our profession
in the decades ahead will be to master the skills
and dynamics of these new media.
If the new opportunities were not sufficient
motive to do so, the new threats would surely
be. We can be confident that our companies’
adversaries – from competitors, to political
opponents, to identity-theft criminals (indeed,
even terrorists) – are already mastering these new
tools and skills. After all, the authentic enterprise
is not the only form of economic or social organization or activity that this new world is spawning.
Large opportunity also attracts large numbers
of opportunists.

The argument of this paper is that the future of
the profession – and the challenge that will define
the emerging role of the chief communications
executive – is to guide the corporation in influencing and transforming not just perceptions,
but the company's behaviors, as well as the selfconceptions and actions of those external constituencies themselves. Going forward, it will not
be sufficient to shape perceptions within narrowly
defined contexts. It will be necessary to demonstrate authenticity in radically open environments.

Of course, this impacts not only corporate
communications but every function of the enterprise. Consider, for example, how finance, legal
and investor relations functions will need to
change in order to deal with the vast growth of
arbitrage and hedge funds. At the same time, the
increase in private equity is being driven, at least
in part, by the desire to escape from the shortterm pressures of this new marketplace. But in a
globalizing world of increasing transparency, such
approaches will not provide lasting solutions.

As we have shown, instead of “putting a message
out” to influencers or into a channel, we must
understand the diverse backgrounds and mindsets
of our stakeholders and facilitate communications
among audiences. Our job is no longer simply
making “them” think well of us, nor is it even
about building two-way dialogue. Now, it’s about
nurturing relationships among others – including
relationships that don’t necessarily directly
involve our own company. Today, we’re growing
a multi-faceted, networked ecosystem, and we’re
seeking to influence its priorities and actions to
benefit our enterprise.

All of this may seem daunting, but our function
may actually be in a stronger position to seize
upon this historic moment than are many of our
sister functions. Corporate communications has,
from its inception, taken responsibility for a
multi-audience view, working via channels it doesn’t control and achieving meaningful results on
modest budgets. In addition, the communications
function has often played an integrator role –
understandably, since a corporation must ultimately speak with one voice to all constituencies.
In a world where traditional audience segmentation is no longer possible, that integrating capability will become more valuable than ever before.

Fortunately, today we have communications platforms that are not only superior carriers of traditional content from the corporation, but that also
enable people to create their own content, refine
it and build on it. This has been growing over the
past decade within companies, through intranets,
instant messaging, online forums and the like.
More recently, the emergence of blogs, wikis,
podcasts, content syndication, mashups and other
Web 2.0 capabilities has significantly deepened
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It may be for these reasons that CEOs are now
looking to corporate communications to take the
lead on many of these new challenges.

now publish to the world, vs. only journalists, who
are typically generalists. In other words, deep (if
narrow) subject-matter expertise is being elevated
in importance over stylistic or general fact-finding
expertise, and often that depth is more valuable.

In contrast, consider the situation of the marketing profession. Marketing, like communications,
emerged and took shape during the rise of the
Information Age multinational. It has focused
on control of channels (including expensive ones
like mass-market advertising), on detailed audience segmentation and on the large budgets that
were required to operate those systems. For marketing, the broad shift to a more user-driven and
collaborative information environment is profoundly challenging.

Further, many more eyes result in much more
rapid error correction. Consider the case of
Wikipedia. In many ways, it has replaced not just
one or two authoritative publications, but journalism itself as “the first rough draft of history.”
As the New York Times reported on April 23, 2007:
Imagine a newspaper with more than 2,000 writers,
researchers and copy editors, yet no supervisors or
managers to speak of. No deadlines; no meetings to
plan coverage; no decisions handed down through
a chain of command; no getting up on a desk to lead
a toast after a job well done.

Analogous phenomena are occurring in academia
– where the controls previously exercised by a
tenured professorial elite are under siege – and
also in the world of technology and software –
where, for instance, mashups enable people without training or degrees in computer science to
create new programs and new functionality. But
this shift is nowhere more visible than in
how people communicate.

It doesn’t sound like any news operation that any
journalist would recognize. Yet that seemingly chaotic
nonstructure best describes the scene at Wikipedia, the
online encyclopedia, which, for a few days last week,
served as an essential news source for hundreds of
thousands of people on the Internet trying to understand the shootings at Virginia Tech University.

Nonprofessionals and people of modest means
today can engage in activities that used to have
high barriers to entry. You no longer need a journalism degree, advanced writing skills or a lot of
capital. Communicating to the world – via any
medium – no longer requires a large organization
or extensive physical plant. And the composition
and definitions of many professions are changing
as a result. For instance, a recent Pew study indicated that 34 percent of the 12 million people now
blogging in the U.S. regard themselves as practicing a form of journalism. Professional journalists
may sniff at this, but people are voting with their
eyeballs. The same Pew study indicates that 57
million people in the U.S. read blogs.

From the contributions of 2,074 editors, at last count,
the site created a polished, detailed article on the
massacre, with more than 140 separate footnotes, as
well as sidebars that profiled the shooter, Seung-Hui
Cho, and gave a timeline of the attacks.
According to the foundation that runs the various
Wikipedias around the world, there were more than
750,000 visits to the main article on the shootings in
its first two days, an average of four visits a second.
Even The Roanoke Times, which is published near
Blacksburg, Va., where the university is located, noted
on Thursday that Wikipedia “has emerged as the
clearinghouse for detailed information on the event.”

Obviously, much of this content is not of high
quality by traditional standards. But much of it is,
and some is far better than anything being produced by the “mainstream media.” People with
deep expertise in a particular subject area can

Recently, Wikipedia had been the object of much
controversy over the reliability of its articles, and the
frequent anonymity of its contributors. But during
some recent critical events, like the Virginia Tech
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killings, the Southeast Asian tsunami in 2004, and
the London bombings in 2005, the site has been transformed from an ever-growing reference book into a
ever-updating news source — albeit one with scant
original reporting. (Wikipedia’s policy precludes
original research.)

two things simultaneously that are usually contradictory – professionalize (i.e., establish an orthodoxy and standards for the function) and revolutionize (i.e., overturn established orthodoxies and
standards). The new imperatives of business
today, and the diversity of forces acting upon it,
are presenting deep challenges to bureaucratic
structures, including those that have developed
within existing HR, IT, legal and finance
functions. One could, in fact, see this as the
dawn of an era of radical de-professionalization.

Clearly, major challenges remain for communications professionals, as well as for our corporatestaff brethren. The demands and opportunities
of 21st century business require that leaders do
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V. THE CHALLENGE OF TRUST
New business models and a rapidly changing economic context – shaped by the forces described in
this report – are placing unfamiliar demands on
business. Of all the challenges facing corporate
communications in the emerging “authentic
enterprise,” perhaps the most fundamental are
those surrounding the issue of trust.

The people a business needs to attract today –
as employees, clients or partners – will not accept
old-fashioned, hierarchical cultures and management approaches. In place of “the voice of
authority,” they demand proof of authenticity.
And as a strictly operational matter, it is becoming increasingly difficult to achieve the speed and
flexibility to run a successful business by sticking
with traditional command-and-control systems.

At the level of the individual, how can we maintain and even strengthen our trust in one another
– including trust of people with diverse ways of
thinking, and of strangers we've never met and
never will meet? At the level of the enterprise,
how does a business sustain trust in increasingly
distributed models, and respond to the demands
of increasingly diverse and empowered stakeholders? And at the broader societal level, how does
any organization achieve global integration and
transparency while operating within multiple
legal and regulatory regimes, cultures and
political environments?

In dynamic societies and economies, such as we
live in today – where new approaches, new ideas,
new behaviors and new institutional forms are
being created constantly, and where multiple
stakeholders have unprecedented levels of impact
and influence – more open, flexible, empowering
and values-based management systems are
required. And for those to work, trust is both
more essential than ever, and harder than ever
to achieve.
Where does responsibility for this overarching
stewardship of the corporation’s reputation
reside? Today, no traditional function owns it, nor
can any deliver it. Corporate communications has
the opportunity to assume a leadership role in
stepping up to this challenge. As the corporate
function with the deepest experience in building
relationships across multiple constituencies, we
are uniquely positioned to become experts on the
new art and science of organizational trust. But
this will involve far more ambitious approaches
than most people have thought of as part of
“communications” or “public relations.”

Of all the challenges facing corporate
communications in the emerging
“authentic enterprise,” perhaps the
most fundamental are those surrounding the issue of trust.
These are far-reaching challenges. They touch
on an organization’s standards of governance, its
financial management systems, how it maintains
transparency, how it protects privacy, its systems
and rules for security, the quality of the products
and services it creates and delivers to the public,
and the way it interacts with its communities and
with global society at large. All those systems and
standards need to be maintained, even when a
company’s products and operations are handled
by a dozen or more organizations in a dozen
countries. You no longer have control—but
ultimately you still have responsibility.

In place of “the voice of authority,”
they demand proof of authenticity.
For example, this is not about more rapid,
organized or clever dissemination of messages
to the workforce. We will need to help the
organization empower and enable our people
to communicate with one another, to make
decisions and to act on their own ideas and
opportunities. We will need to help our companies

Compounding the dilemma are the attitudes and
values of today’s workforce, and the imperative
of innovation.
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learn how to push decision-making authority out
and down, to eliminate layers of management and
procedure and to welcome diversity of thought.

Among the new kinds of expertise required is
the ability to lead in the infusion of sophisticated
software into the company’s processes, and the
creation of appropriate policy innovations to govern its uses – creating pervasive internal communications platforms that both ensure transparency
and enable individuals to have much more control
over their information, their work and their relationships. And it points, again, to the centrality
of the company’s core values.

We will also need to help the organization and
its leaders understand that there is no single
standard of trust. Rather, there are multiple
criteria, which are functions of multiple relationships. Trust is inherently about relationships of
interdependency – vs. rules, procedures and laws.
The challenge facing our companies today isn’t
a question simply of a “loss of public trust” in
some generic sense, but of strengthening
specific relationships between the company
and diverse stakeholders – and among those
stakeholders themselves.

This is, in the end, the most challenging and highest-impact work that communicators can tackle,
and the opportunities far outweigh the challenges. The networked global economy and the
new worldwide communications platform present
a historically unprecedented opportunity to
engage directly with all the publics and constituencies that shape a company's success and
identity. Now, we must take the radical step of
adopting approaches that emphasize definition
and influence and of becoming truly multidirectional in our engagements.

Finally, corporate communications leaders will
also need to draw on our understanding of and
experience in changing corporate culture. In
order to foster innovation, people need to feel
hopeful and competent. They need to feel that
their ideas and opinions have been heard, and
their feelings acknowledged. They need to feel
believed in and trusted, in all dimensions of the
word. In that sense, trust is inherent in authenticity, and vice-versa. And you cannot build trust by
enforcing compliance. Accountability is necessary,
but not sufficient. Indeed, a single-minded focus
on accountability can ultimately debilitate trust
in systemic and long-lasting ways.

Communicators can and must not only speak to,
but learn from, all of the company’s populations
in wholly new and much deeper ways. We can and
must influence them similarly, and build relationships of partnership and mutual self-interest that
go far beyond traditional public relations. And we
can and must step up to the need for reputation
stewardship at a deeper level – encompassing the
enterprise’s brand, culture and core values.

This is, clearly, much more than advocacy or
“getting the word out.” It requires imagining and
actually building the systems that make new
management models possible. This implies very
different forms of “internal communications” –
and an increasing recognition of their importance. The growing significance of internal communication was one of the key findings of our
CEO survey.
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VI. THE NEW CHIEF COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER:
A CALL TO ACTION
The Arthur W. Page Society views the role of
corporate communications and of its senior
executive as the leader in defining and enabling
the authentic enterprise – often acting as an
integrator, working across other functions such
as human resources, legal, finance, marketing and
information technology to develop comprehensive
strategies and solutions. Within that overarching
mission, we call on communications departments
and Chief Communications Officers to step
forward and assume four new and essential forms
of leadership, for which no existing enterprise
function currently has responsibility:

stakeholders and demands for transparency
have profoundly altered the landscape. First,
in a radically more transparent world, our
organizations can no longer be different
things to different constituencies; the enterprise must be one thing across its entire
ecosystem. Second, broad knowledge of that
ecosystem – both its opportunities and its
threats – is necessary. However, that knowledge is not consistently managed today. It is
incumbent upon the communications function to do so. Finally, while working to ensure
that the diverse perspectives and needs of all
legitimate and responsible stakeholders are
acknowledged and addressed in respectful
and substantive ways, communications leadership is needed in defending the company, its
principles and its reputation against malign or
misguided attacks. Key to both of these
efforts will be building support among multiple stakeholders and across civil society at
large. This places a premium on the CCO’s
collaborative skills and ability to build and
execute integrated strategies.

1. The CCO must assert leadership in defining and activating values. Values have always
been the bedrock of enterprise authenticity –
but they play a different role today. Values
now are the basis for very new kinds of management systems, tuned to succeed within
radically changing marketplace realities. In
earlier eras, a company’s principles, credos or
beliefs – like its strategies and processes –
were typically dictated from the top.
However, we now live in a world of distributed, dynamic enterprises and shifting workforce attitudes and expectations. A management system based on values allows a company to respond faster to opportunities by
increasing delegation and empowerment,
while maintaining consistency of its brand,
customer relationships, public reputation and
day-to-day operations. Values can be the
“glue” shaping behavior and uniting goals –
but building such a management system is a
daunting challenge. Understanding what the
company and its people truly value and turning that into pervasive behavior demand new
kinds of leadership, tools and skills.

3. The CCO must assert leadership in
enabling the enterprise with “new media”
skills and tools. Our surveyed CEOs identified a highly permeable membrane today
between what is “internal” and “external” to
a corporation. It is in the corporation’s best
interests to empower more and more of its
workforce with new collaborative tools,
training, know-how – and trust – so they can
responsibly and strategically interact with
the external world. Corporate communications must acquire and spread mastery of
these capabilities, while at the same time
helping the corporation to develop the appropriate policies and guidelines to ensure
responsible use of social media. CCOs must
also embrace new tools for measurement –
in order to extract insight from the unprecedented amount and depth of information that
social media make available.

2. The CCO must assert leadership in building and managing multi-stakeholder relationships. Constituent relationships have
always been important for enterprises, but
the proliferation of new kinds of empowered
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4. The CCO must assert leadership in building and managing trust in all its dimensions. Trust is no longer a function only of
compliance with the law and business ethics.
With the emergence of empowered and technology-enabled new stakeholders and distributed enterprises, the challenge of building
trust is more acute than ever. It is a complex
equation involving everything from employer/employee relations, financial management

and corporate governance to the quality of a
company’s goods and services and its responsiveness to societal issues. Corporate communications must play an integrating role in
developing and measuring the success of the
corporation’s trust strategy, and helping it
operate successfully in the public interest.
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APPENDIX: EVOLUTION OF OTHER CORPORATE
STAFF PROFESSIONS
Chief Information Officer (CIO)
Yesterday
(ca. 1945 – 1995)

Today
(1995 – 2007)

Tomorrow
(2008 - ?)

Mission

Automation

Integration

Roles and
responsibilities

Systems management and
infrastructure development

Business process enablement
and transformation

Audiences

Internal

Internal

Internal; other business leaders;
the board of directors

Measurement
of Value

Maintain IT infrastructure;
throughput; availability

Maintain IT strategy and
infrastructure costs; Total
Cost of Ownership; Return
on Investment

Influence shareholder value;
lead innovation and profitable
growth initiatives; drive broad
adoption of strategic investments;
increase the number of CIOs
serving on the executive
teams/governing committees
and on boards of directors
for other companies

Skills

Technology proficiency

Managing process
transformation and
leadership of innovation

Business fluency and acumen
to demonstrate the economic
value of IT; greater influence
and impact as business leaders;
ability to collaborate and
influence internal and external
audiences

Talent Pool

IT and operations professionals

IT and operations professionals
with basic business background

Business experts with IT
functional competency

Leadership

VP, Computing

CIO: reports to CFO

Chief Innovation Officer:
reports to CEO

Transform CIO mission from
technology to innovation
Integrate business and technology;
drive business model innovation;
business transformation; create
and deliver business value; align
IT priorities with those of the
business; foster collaboration,
culture and change
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Evolution of the CIO:
CIOs have historically been regarded as the
overseers of infrastructure and costs, minders of
servers and guardians of phone service. However,
the CIO profession has reached an inflection
point. The forces of globalization and commoditization, the rise of new markets in every region of
the world and the accelerating advance of technology are reshaping the business landscape.
There is more opportunity for CIOs to elevate
their role, exert greater influence as business leaders and define the future of the CIO profession.

The CIO role continues to evolve and extends far
beyond technologies and continuous improvement of the IT asset base, to providing strategic
direction and new ways to align IT and business
value. Many CIOs believe that the number one
barrier preventing them from having greater
influence as business leaders is misperceptions
about their role. Next generation CIOs must
strengthen their business skills and competencies.
They must develop the capabilities and relationships – with CEOs, other business leaders and the
board of directors – that will enable them to lead
innovation and profitable growth initiatives for
the organization, and have greater influence and
impact as business leaders.

In the past, many organizations defined the
CIO’s priorities by what had to be done – taking
cost out, ensuring the continuity of the business,
maintaining the integrity and security of data, etc.
– as well as keeping pace with the changing
demands of the business. Today, CIOs’ roles and
responsibilities are expanding to include business
functions beyond technology. The way individuals
become CIOs is also changing with increasing
numbers of executives entering the job from
non-IT backgrounds.

Next generation CIOs also prefer to be measured
less on cost control and IT operations and more
on innovation and growth, and how they manage
their teams and ecosystem.

SVP, Human Resources
Yesterday
(ca. 1945 – 1995)

Today
(1995 – 2007)

Tomorrow
(2008 - ?)

Mission

Personnel, employee relations,
employee champion

Strategist and steward; employee
advocate; human capital
developer

Globalization; manage change;
business leadership; strategic
partner

Roles and
responsibilities

Change agent; transaction-based;
executive compensation; talent
development; employee relations;
industrial relations; compliance

Functional expert; strategic
partner; compliance and
government regulator; HR
service delivery owner;
organizational performance
conductor; define and execute
HR policies and procedures

Talent strategist; counselor
and leadership developer;
change management;
organizational structure and
work environment architect;
performance and rewards program
architect; regulatory HR generalist
and risk manager; corporate
governance advisor

Audiences

Internal

Internal, External

Internal, External

Measurement
of Value

Number of labor strikes,
work stoppages and union
campaigns avoided; retention
and turnover

Attraction, retention, and
development of top talent;
address and support
business issues

Expertise on business strategy

Continued on page 33
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SVP, Human Resources, Cont.
Yesterday
(ca. 1945 – 1995)

Today
(1995 – 2007)

Tomorrow
(2008 - ?)

Skills

Administrative and tactical;
internal transaction processing

Strategy implementation;
cultivate leaders; reporting
and analytics

Strategy development; create
work environment that helps
people perform their best;
drive business performance and
manage change; business savvy
and operational excellence;
build an organization from
the ground up to be impactful

Talent Pool

Professionals from a variety
of functions

HR function experts

Leaders who are HR and
business experts

Leadership

Reports to VP of Administration, Reports to CEO
Finance, Business, or Operations

Evolution of Human Resources:
Over the past few decades, the human resources
professional has evolved from being transactionbased and administrative to being a strategic
partner and member of senior management.

Reports to CEO

Key issues with which HR leaders will grapple
in the next 5-10 years will include the impact of
globalization, outsourcing and the need for new
kinds of change management. The percentage of
a company’s employees based outside of its country of origin will continue to increase, presenting
a challenge to HR to build an organization with
impact in other parts of the world. In addition,
the growth of outsourcing and the emergence of
“virtual” enterprises create new sorts of “employment” relationships. Finally, managing constant
change within an organization – mergers, divestitures, new systems, new operating processes, new
regulations and new business models – is also a
critical element of success and is emerging as a
sub-profession within HR.

During the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, HR professionals were recognized for personnel and
employee relations. They built staffing, training,
compensation and other programs and policies
that were employee-focused and regulatorycompliant. During the late 1980s, there were
increased efforts to align HR’s work with business
strategy. The idea of HR as a strategic partner
emerged in the 1990s, and the HR leader role
evolved to execute strategy as a function, not
a silo. HR leaders developed new structures,
delivery models and competencies grounded in
an understanding of the business and external
environment, and built on stronger relationships
with senior management.
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Chief Financial Officer
Yesterday
(ca. 1945 – 1995)

Today
(1995 – 2007)

Tomorrow
(2008 - ?)

Mission

Financial statements and
capital structure

Business analysis; business
planning; value to customers;
appropriate return to investors;
responsible environment for
employees and communities

Business partner and strategist
to general management

Roles and
responsibilities

Financial statement presentation;
cash flow management; number
crunching

Work with CEO to design and
oversee strategy, operations and
performance; internal and
external communications with
all stakeholders; regular revision
of company’s portfolio of
businesses; direct involvement
in formulating business plans
and operational strategy; M&A

Corporate governance compliance;
assume responsibility for
corporate financial results to
ensure public trust; influence
decision making; communicate
to and help manage the Board;
performance management

Audiences

Internal, External

Internal, External

Internal, External

Measurement
of Value

Accurate reporting

Performance management;
commercial and financial
evaluation of major projects;
business risk assessment
and management; disaster
recovery

Change agents; value creation

Skills

Accounting and reporting

Leadership; experience in
Strong communicator; operations
evaluating functionality and
experience; talent management
costs of finance systems; ability
to communicate financials and
business plans to a range
of internal and external audiences;
strong technical skills

Talent Pool

Accountants

MBAs

MBAs; finance experts with
operations experience

Leadership

Reports to CEO

Reports to CEO

Reports to CEO
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Evolution of the Chief Financial Officer:
The Chief Financial Officer (CFO) role has
steadily evolved and expanded over the last
few decades. No longer narrowly focused on
the mechanics of finance, today’s CFO is a
member of the senior management team, serving
as the CEO’s business partner and involved in
designing and overseeing strategy, operations
and performance.

implementing their organizations’ business
models, tying their firms’ business strategies to
shareholder value, performance management,
taking line management responsibility in operating businesses, and creating finance organizations
with employees who are proficient in nontraditional skills and areas.
In addition to demonstrating competence in their
traditional financial control and reporting fields,
today’s CFOs must also be excellent communicators, with the ability to build confidence and trust
among internal and external constituencies.

In the past, CFOs spent most of their time
focused on recording and reporting, monitoring
financial statements and capital structures, and
other highly transaction-intensive roles.
Today, the CFO profession encompasses nearly
every facet of corporate activity: designing and

Chief Marketing Officer
Yesterday
(ca. 1945 – 1995)

Today
(1995 – 2007)

Tomorrow
(2008 - ?)

Mission

Brand image building

Brand image building, demand
generation, web/e-commerce
management

Driving business innovation,
brand image, security (online
and information), e-commerce
development

Roles and
responsibilities

Creation of brand image
advertising efforts, development
of brochures and collateral
pieces, management of advertising agencies, support
for the sales function

Creation of brand image efforts,
management of direct marketing
functions, management and
coordination of web presence
and e-commerce support,
collateral creation, management
of all marketing communications
agencies

Identification of marketplace
opportunities and strategies to
drive new business, product
development. Creation of brand
image efforts, management
of direct marketing functions,
management and coordination
of web presence and e-commerce
support, collateral creation,
management of all marketing
communications agencies

Audiences

External

Internal, External

Internal, External

Measurement
of Value

Brand awareness measurements,
word-of-mouth response
to creative executions,
advertising awards

Brand awareness and brand
value measurements,
consideration and preference
measurements, lead tracking
and pipeline measurements

New business revenue, brand
awareness and value, consideration
and preference measurements,
lead tracking and pipeline
measurements, ROI
measurements

Skills

Advertising background

Agency management, direct
marketing, pipeline management,
e-commerce

Sales, business development

Continued on page 36
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Chief Marketing Officer, Cont.
Yesterday
(ca. 1945 – 1995)

Today
(1995 – 2007)

Tomorrow
(2008 - ?)

Talent Pool

Agencies

Marketing department,
external agencies

Business development,
strategic consulting

Leadership

Report to Sales or COO

Reports to CEO

Reports to CEO

Evolution of the Chief Marketing Officer:
In the past, the Chief Marketing Officer’s (CMO)
role was largely tactical – to create markets for a
company’s products and services and to shape
perceptions. Marketers have been regarded as
more functional than strategic with limited
influence outside the profession.

seeking revenue generating opportunities,
influencing product development, and shaping
the sales coverage model. CMOs have also
transformed the function from a cost center
to a strategic business partner, while establishing
strong relationships and trust with the CEO
and other C-suite executives.

The CMO role has since evolved beyond traditional advertising, marketing and branding.
Today’s CMO has assumed a more transformative
role, which includes driving business innovation,
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EXECUTIVE
THE CEO VIEW:

OPPORTUNITIES

& CHALLENGES

FOR THE SENIOR

COMMUNICATIONS EXECUTIVE

THE CEO VIEW:

OPPORTUNITIES

& CHALLENGES
FOR THE FUTURE CCO

INTRODUCTION
The Arthur W. Page Society Board of Trustees established the Page
Mission Task Force to examine the evolving role of the senior
communications executive in 21st century business. As a part of that
effort, the task force commissioned a survey of corporate Chief Executive
Officers on their perceptions and expectations of the chief communications officer’s changing role in the corporation. To conduct the survey,
the task force engaged Financial Dynamics Business Communications,
one of the world’s most sought-after business and financial communications consulting services. This report was prepared for the Page Society
by Financial Dynamics, which stands behind its methodology
and conclusions. The Page Society gratefully acknowledges
Financial Dynamics for generously contributing its expertise
and support on a largely pro bono basis.
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OBJECTIVES

METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this research program was to assess
CEOs’ current perceptions and expectations of
communications chiefs, as well as provide an
understanding of what CEOs view as the future
role for communications chiefs in the world’s
leading companies.

We conducted in-depth interviews with the
CEOs of 31 US and international companies that
have more than $2 billion in revenue. Twenty-one
of these companies currently have Page Society
members in senior communications executive
positions; and ten do not currently have a Page
member in their organization. CEOs were chosen
at random from both samples, and represent a
range of industries, tenure as CEO, revenue and
Fortune rankings.

This report will focus on the following key issues:
1.

An overview of the perceived changes in the
role of communications chiefs and the expectations CEOs have for them in light of recent
changes in the business world as a whole.

The interviews were conducted from December
4, 2006 through March 6, 2007. Interviews were
scheduled at the convenience of CEO participants,
lasted 10-15 minutes in length, and were conducted
over the phone.

2. An analysis of the current positioning of
communications chiefs within the world’s
leading companies.
3. Strategic recommendations for the best ways
for communications chiefs to redefine their
role in the context of CEOs’ vision for the
future of communications and how they
conduct their businesses.

All CEOs were promised complete confidentiality
as an express condition of their participation. The
names of CEOs and their company names will
not be used to identify participants for any purpose. Additionally, CEOs’ comments and insights
are presented in aggregate form only.
In return for their participation, the CEOs were
offered the following:
• Executive summary of findings; and
• Charitable Contribution – As a token of appreciation to the participants, $400 contributions
are being made on the CEOs’ behalf to the
charities of their choice.
See Appendix A for the sample profile
of participants.
See Appendix B for a description
of sub-sample variations.
See Appendix C for the in-depth interview
discussion guide.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• The skills and attributes that CEOs are looking
for in their top communications executives
have expanded. Experience in communications
is taken for granted, and not considered enough
anymore.

Big Changes
• Overall Change – CEOs feel that in the last
three to five years, a seismic shift has occurred
in how the public – and by extension the
government – sees corporations, and a corresponding rise in demands for transparency in
everything from financial disclosure to mergers
and acquisitions to personal information.

- CEOs want communications executives
who are business savvy, with a deep understanding of their companies from top to
bottom.
- CEOs also want communications chiefs to
be proficient in three key modes of operation – reactive, proactive and interactive.

Key drivers include:
- Sarbanes-Oxley;
- The decentralization of media (e.g., blogs,
YouTube, non-U.S.);

- Reactive communications exhibit the traditional role of playing defense – protecting
the company's reputation and responding
effectively to crises and other unexpected
developments.

- Corporate scandals (e.g., Enron,
Worldcom); and
- Changing employment patterns. (shorter
average term).

- Proactive communications involve the more
advanced skills required to play offense –
seeking new opportunities to enhance the
company's reputation.

• Blurred lines – CEOs suggest that in the past
there were clearer lines between their companies’ inside and outside, and they were relatively
separate from each other. Managers talked to
shareholders and employees, and the public
relations team managed the press.

- Interactive communications represent the
future of the profession – the emerging
imperative to build values-based relations
and two-way collaboration with diverse
constituencies.

• Diminished traditional roles – Today, the
media reports semi-arcane internal details,
employees blog about their experiences, and
shareholders are increasingly aggressive.
Managing these elements, they feel, demands
both specialized expertise and broad business
knowledge.

• CEOs see their communications chief as a
critical part of their team, and across the board,
there are categories of decision making in
which CEOs would consider it grossly negligent
NOT to have that individual at the table.

“You want the head of your
communications staff to be stronger
than you’ve been willing to deal with
in the past: more experienced, higher
quality thinking process, being able
to see around the corners, broader
experience base. All those things.”

CEOs feel that communicating their
companies’ values has become more
complex at the exact time that it has
become absolutely essential.
The Evolving Role of Communications
Executives
• CEOs see their top communications executives
as more valuable than ever, and they see the
importance of communications for their companies as highly likely to increase in the future.
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Sub-group Variations
• While CEOs are unanimous on recent
changes in the overall business climate, as
well as the increased importance of their
top communications executives, their views
vary with regard to:
- Receptivity to C-suite status; and
- The degree to which the top communications executive is at the table when key
corporate decisions are made.
• Key differences in CEO perceptions exist
among the following types of company profiles:
- Consumer vs. non-consumer;
- Global vs. domestic; and
- Direct report to CEO vs. non-direct report.
• Upon sub-sample analysis, we found no material
differences between CEOs who currently have
Page members in the top corporate communications position and those who do not have
Page representation. We found no measurable
differences between these two groups in:
- Observable attitudes toward the role
of corporate communications in their
companies;
- The organizational status and titles of top
communications executives; or
- The reported belief that communications
is an integral strategic function versus it
being a tactical function.

“I see the execution and impact of
what they do adding more and more
value. For us it was somewhat of a
special initiative two or three years
ago to really ramp this up, and now
it’s more of an institutionalization of
that process.”
The Future of the Role
• While there is a clear trend toward more
and higher-level corporate communications
involvement across the board, CEO opinions
vary widely as to whether or not decisions outside the function’s traditional sphere (e.g.,
mergers and acquisitions, new markets, new
products) demand a corporate communications
presence at the table.
• The case for C-suite representation is building
and is, in fact, accepted by many CEOs, but
significant pockets of skepticism remain.
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THE CEO MINDSET
Against a broad background of significant recent
change, CEOs’ perceptions of the role of corporate communications for their companies are
being shaped by a number of key drivers:

“There’s very little difference these
days between internal and external
communication. Whatever you say
internally can show up in the media
almost immediately.”

• It’s personal – CEOs feel an acute personal
sense of exposure to the public sphere in general and the media in particular. Whether it’s
something they say in Shanghai turning up on a
blog out of Ann Arbor, or the now-routine public discussion of their compensation packages,
CEOs feel that how they handle themselves
personally affects their company’s reputation
more directly than in the past. They also
increasingly believe that poor communications
skills can literally cost them their jobs.

• Reputation is more valuable now – CEOs feel
there is a distinct dividing line between “good”
guys and “bad” guys in a rapidly expanding
range of categories. Apart from the traditional
P&L measures, they see social responsibility,
the environment, philanthropy and employee
communications as dramatically more important in the last three to five years. They now see
these issues as having a material impact on the
bottom line.

- Because downside communications risk feels
so personal, they often want to have (and do
have) a close relationship with their communications head, regardless of org-chart protocol.

• Employees are harder to reach – The sheer
size of companies, their often expansive
geographic coverage, and employees’ shorter
average tenure requires CEOs to work in
more sophisticated ways to communicate
their company’s values and their vision.

“In this company, [the communications head] is linked at the hip with
me. I take it as my job to be a communications person for both the industry
and the company. This individual is my
senior staff person who does most of
the heavy lifting.”

“The weight of the job between
external and internal communications
has shifted. And I think internal communications is just more important
than it ever used to be.”

• The media are everywhere – CEOs are
amazed by the proliferation and the increasing
influence of nontraditional media sources, and
while they acknowledge that this presents
unique challenges, many also feel that, if managed properly, this changing media portfolio
represents more of an opportunity than
a threat.

• A crack team is essential – The model of
the isolated, dictatorial CEO, if it ever really
existed, is no longer relevant among CEOs.
Important decisions are the result of extensive
collaboration. People outside the company are
often part of the conversation to some degree,
including regulators, NGOs, labor leaders, environmental groups and other public interest
groups, depending on the industry.

“With all the information out there,
they have a huge responsibility for
managing the perception and reputation of the CEO as well. In today’s
environment, CEOs are constantly
under attack.”
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• If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it –
This is a cliché of the business world, but this
belief underlies much of what CEOs say about
how they evaluate their staff. They feel themselves to be judged based on tangible results,
and they are extremely comfortable judging
others that way.

“I believe the traditional head of
Corporate Communications has
moved from a tactical to a strategic
role in a very real sense because of the
prevalence of the media and the 24/7
nature of it.”

• Everyone thinks globally – CEOs acknowledge
that even companies based in the U.S. have
to be sensitive to foreign perceptions.
Outsourcing is one reason, as is the fact that
once a product or service matures in the U.S.,
the most obvious place to expand is overseas.
The net effect is that CEOs feel they must conduct themselves and their businesses as if they
were global, even if that’s not technically true.

• Tactical – Tactical refers to matters relating to
the practical execution of the company’s strategy.
While CEOs highly respect tactical talent
and see it as a key way for executives to prove
themselves, tactical work is nevertheless seen
as a less valuable skill than strategic thinking.
- Tactical decisions are most often immediately delegated, and CEOs depend on their
line staff to take care of anything that falls
into this category.

“Most companies, even if they aren’t
global, certainly act in a much more
global environment.”

“[The communications head] doesn’t
influence business decisions. What
this person does is make sure that
we understand how to appropriately
communicate decisions and how to
get information out.”

How CEOs Make Decisions
Most of the CEOs we spoke with make
decisions by first separating any issue into
one of two categories: strategic or tactical.
• Strategic – Strategic refers to the most vital
decisions of a company. These decisions
demand a significant degree of vision into the
future, and include mergers, partnerships, new
products, new markets, financial and risk management, and broad positioning. These types of
decisions enter the collaborative (e.g., conversation-based) decision framework, and strategic
talent is most highly valued by CEOs.
- The CEO’s forum for discussing and
deciding these issues is generally his or her
direct reports, sometimes branching out to
specialist executives outside the inner circle.
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THE IDEAL COMMUNICATIONS CHIEF
CEOs look for the following key attributes in an
ideal communications chief:

“Obviously, if you have someone who
is relatively inexperienced in business
and is simply a communications/PR
expert, that doesn’t work.”

• Detailed knowledge of the business – This
is far and away the most critical quality for a top
communications executive. All CEOs believe
that their businesses are large and complex
entities, and that their companies cannot be
communicated well if their top communications executives do not intimately understand
them. CEOs also feel this hurdle is where some
communications professionals fall short –
where their knowledge is limited to communications, and does not include knowledge of
business in general and the details of their
company’s business in particular.

“I expect everyone on my senior team
to have a functional role, but I also
expect them to be business savvy.”
• A crystal ball – CEOs say in today’s business
context, a communications chief ’s ability to
“see around corners” and anticipate how different audiences will react to different events,
messages and channels is critical. CEOs recognize that the proliferation of media and audiences means that the communications head’s
job is extremely demanding, but in their minds,
that’s the price of success.

“You can’t just be at a high level of
the company; you have to have full
knowledge of the company and the
organization.”

“They need to be able to anticipate
the reactions of governments, private
interest groups, shareholder factions
and so forth, in real time.”

“Where some communications executives have fallen down is in having to
know the business cold. They really
have to understand the intimacies of
the business, because otherwise you
can’t represent the company to the
outside world.”

• C-suite credibility – While CEOs acknowledge
that credibility is subjective, they feel across the
board that it’s crucial for the communications
head to be accepted at the highest levels. One
particularly strong credential is experience in
running a business or major division, whether
at their present company or elsewhere.

• Extensive communications background –
Experience and extensive relationships are to
some extent taken for granted, although CEOs
in different industries see nuances in the kind
of background a given executive has. CEOs in
highly regulated industries, for instance, are
likely to put a particular premium on government and/or political experience. CEOs are clear,
though, that while a strong communications
background is necessary, it is not sufficient.

“They have to be good enough to
earn their way to the key decision
table.”
• Extensive internal relationships – CEOs want
their communications head to have his or her
finger on the pulse of the company, which
means to them that this executive knows
employees at every level of the operation.
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“The communications folks have to
be extremely close to the troops. They
have to have different contacts within
the organization, whether it's in the
factory, the sales force or the logistics
chain.”

“You can’t just be the buddy of the
CEO and be successful these days.
You have to have the ability to be
a key member of the team.”
• Educator – CEOs increasingly see the need for
the communications head to educate the rest
of the company on communications skills in
general, as well as to generate strategies for
communicating the company’s values specifically.
They also see building the internal network as
a key asset for their communications head.

• Team player – A CEO’s key decisions are generally made on a collaborative basis through a
series of conversations with groups of people
over time. Any serious player in these talks
must have strong relationships with colleagues
and the respect of the CEO’s inner circle.
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TITLES FOR COMMUNICATIONS CHIEFS
• The titles held by the top communications
executives are a mixed bag, including Chief
Communications Officer, Executive
Vice President, Senior Vice President and
Vice President.
• Many CEOs say the title of Chief Communications
Officer is novel, and it has both supporters and
detractors. Respondents who are less receptive
to the CCO title express concern that a title of
that magnitude was likely to have unpredictable
ripple effects inside the C-suite.
• CEOs whose communications chiefs have
direct-report status are highly amenable to the
Chief Communications Officer title, even if
their own communications chief has a different
title (e.g., Executive or Senior Vice President).

What It Means
• Making the case for the integral nature of
communications is, in effect, also to make
the case for direct-report status and for “Chief
Communications Officer” as the standard title
for the top communications executive.
• Making the communications case to the CEO
is obviously critical, but equally important is
making the case to the CEO’s inner circle, who
CEOs feel may be unsettled by a sense of
“dilution” of their title or access.
“I like a title that says that she is the
Chief Communications Officer. I like
to know what a person does by his
or her title; it saves 10 minutes of
conversation at the front end.”
“It’s a good question why we don’t
call them a CCO. I don’t think it’s a
term that has been used frequently.”
“I think the two reasons the top
communications executive doesn’t
report to the CEO are: the CEO isn’t
sufficiently thoughtful about the communications aspect of his or her work,
and the quality of the communications
executive isn’t high enough.”
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MESSAGING IMPERATIVES
CEOs believe that the news cycle and the general
ramping-up of media focus on corporations –
which have driven the growing importance of the
role of communications executives – have fundamentally changed the way messages must be
conceived and communicated, and their impact
measured.

• Distribution is a major challenge – Figuring
out how to reach all stakeholders effectively is
a significant challenge posed by the increasing
number of stakeholder groups, as well as their
vast dispersion.

“Before, PR was mostly generating
stories, but today a big part of the job
is enlisting your own employees and
associates to buy into and help drive
the strategy of the company. Now
we’re trying to make sure 70,000
people know the plan and help us
get there.”

The following messaging imperatives drive CEOs’
expectations for how their top communications
executives get the job done:
• All stakeholders are the same – While
message segmentation may have had a role in
the past, CEOs no longer see it as a realistic or
desirable strategy, and believe it may, in fact, be
a significant liability. CEOs across the board
want to see a consistent, value-driven message
platform that can be used among all stakeholders.

• Measurement is needed – CEOs are interested
in a systematic, fact-based way to measure
progress on both internal and external message
penetration and retention.

- CEOs feel a well-designed message platform
means that all employees, shareholders and
even the public at-large become potential
brand ambassadors.

- CEOs feel if they can measure it, they can
manage it. Just as importantly from their
perspective, they believe measurement helps
them make a stronger case within the Csuite for communications as an added value.

- Messaging must be profound enough,
simple enough, and flexible enough to be
effective for all audiences at the same time.
• Values are key – CEOs feel that communicating their company’s values is the fundamental
basis for message platforms and, increasingly,
at the heart of ALL business decisions. While
CEOs feel they have an intuitive grasp of their
company’s values, they look to their communications chiefs to help in the definition process
and then to refine, systematize and particularize
the overall message.

“Most importantly, they ought to
have a full understanding of a strategy
and know whether it is understood
and grasped among stakeholders
and employees.”

- Communicating values is not about individual messages or sound bites, but rather
the basic corporate principles underlying
the messages.

“Communicating the values is crucial.
When values are understood properly
and expressed well, they become tools.”
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THE ARC OF COMMUNICATIONS WORK
According to CEOs, there are three key modes
of operation for communications chiefs:
1.

sophisticated level of preparation and consistency,
often operating ahead of major issues and trends.

Reactive;
The most common functions of proactive
communications include:

2. Proactive; and
3. Interactive.

• Serving as the point person on all
communications-specific issues

While it is necessary to always be prepared
to react to situations as they arise, being solely
reactive is seen as insubstantial in today’s context.
Being proactive is now seen as necessary, and
progressively more difficult, as the business world
becomes increasingly complex. Interactive communications are what CEOs hope to achieve, and
are the realm of the more sophisticated communications executives that CEOs now seek for
their companies.

• Generating positive press coverage
for the company
• Shaping both short- and long-term messaging
• Developing CEO-specific messaging for
speeches, events or media engagements
directly with the CEO
• Monitoring reputation across
stakeholder groups
• Communicating to and educating employees

Reactive
CEOs acknowledge that a substantial part of the
job is managing the unexpected. They feel that
preparation – e.g., understanding the company’s
business intimately, knowing the media channels
cold and having done the values-based messageframe homework – is the best defense
in emergencies.

Interactive
The interactive approach to communications is
comprehensive, highly integrated, and represents
the most strategic and synthesized level of thinking about communications. It is viewed by CEOs
as truly aspirational, as it embodies what CEOs
hope to see for the future of their communications chiefs and their companies as a whole.

The most common functions of reactive
communications include:

CEOs believe that the general public has increasingly become a part of the corporate ecosystem
and that their top communications executives
must effectively engage and incorporate the
public into the fold of values-based messaging.

• Prioritizing incoming requests for information,
interviews, statements
• Issuing press releases
• Managing the press
• Serving as the quoted spokesperson
• Managing public/media events

They are looking for new thinking along two
key dimensions:

• Monitoring external reputation

1.

• Crisis management

How to collaborate with the public
and internal audiences; and

2. How to clarify and disseminate
the company’s values.

Proactive
According to CEOs, this is a common and highly
respected mode of communications. Proactive
communications chiefs approach communications to all stakeholders comprehensively. These
executives “know the business,” and have a

The most sought-after functions of interactive
communications include:
• Synthesis of values – This involves bringing
company principles together in a clear
and concise framework that addresses all
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stakeholders. At this level of communications,
the communications chief is responsible for
the collaborative process of shaping corporate
reputation.

• Moving outside the traditional sphere of
communications – Due to the interconnectedness of the interactive model, communications
chiefs achieve a higher level of involvement in
strategic decisions, including those outside the
traditional communications portfolio (e.g.,
finance, mergers and acquisitions,
expansion/contraction).

• Measuring external/internal message impact –
CEOs seek to quantify reputation and
messaging impact.
• Identifying and engaging nontraditional
stakeholders – CEOs see effective values-based
messaging as enabling them to build coalitions
of supporters in nontraditional spheres. They
also see the need for some degree of management and/or servicing of niche players –
as opposed to focusing solely on the “big”
categories such as the mainstream media,
shareholders and employees.

• Identifying the future of the company – The
interactive communications chief is responsible
for initiating deep thinking on the long-term
future of the brand and thought leadership.
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GETTING TO THE TABLE AND STAYING THERE
Long-term Vision
While CEOs do not yet see communications
as a primary driver (as opposed to an adjunct
or contributor) of long-term strategy, the strong
CEO belief in the strategic nature of company
values suggests that communications chiefs have
an important role in initiating and collaborating
with other internal leaders to establish the
company’s long-term vision.

CEOs identify personal credibility, unique information and long-term vision as the key drivers
(apart from communications skills, which they
take for granted) for a given communications
chief’s proving him- or herself at the company’s
strategic decision-making level.

Personal Credibility
CEOs emphasize personal qualities more than
training in describing what it takes for communications heads to succeed at the highest levels.
While this concept is highly subjective, CEOs
identify the following as key elements of
credibility:
• Intimate and detailed knowledge
of the company;
• Strong business knowledge (e.g., theory and
practice of finance, supply chain management);
• Leadership experience; and
• Breadth and depth of internal and external
relationships.

Since vision is highly abstract, CEOs are responsive
to highly concrete manifestations of it in:
• Values-based messaging for all divisions;
• Short-, medium-, and long-term
positioning plans;
• Developing and implementing strategies for
managing and leveraging new media; and
• Demonstrating how company values can drive
the concrete elements of traditional business
strategy (e.g., new products, markets, materials,
mergers and acquisitions, policies).

Unique Information
There is a strong push among CEOs for
communications chiefs to bridge the perceived
gap between the “soft skills” of communications
and the numbers-based performance idioms of
the boardroom. Strategic planning requires
unique, fact-based perspectives including:
• Internal and external reputation tracking;
• Analyses of company performance before
and after events that impact reputation; and
• Reputation comparables or case studies.
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CONCLUSION
• The communications chief’s role at major companies has expanded dramatically over the last
three to five years. Both the function in general
and the role of its leader are likely to continue
growing in complexity, scope and perceived
importance within the C-suite.

• The biggest conceptual challenge for communications heads will be adapting the traditionally
subjective strengths of communications to the
more objective, numbers-based idioms of the
boardroom.
- On a company performance level – “How
is communications adding tangible value
on a company-wide basis?”

• CEOs have outlined the following nontraditional
skills that will be increasingly valuable for
communications heads in the near future
(if not now):

- On a personal performance level – “How has
the communications chief fulfilled his/her role
in the company?”

- Detailed company/industry knowledge
- Wide business competence

• Mastering and demonstrating these skills, and
producing concrete answers to these questions,
are key to establishing and consolidating the role
of communications heads in the world’s top corporations.

- Broad and deep internal relationship
network
- Quantifiable long-term vision
• CEOs are looking for new ideas on establishing
once and for all, in the language of the boardroom, the quantifiable value of communications
to their companies. Because communications
chiefs are relatively new to the table, CEOs feel
the burden rests with them to make the case
definitively.
• Every company is different, and the range of
CEO opinions on the scope of communications
is significant. Tactics for making or consolidating
the case for the scope of communications will,
accordingly, vary.
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLE PROFILE
Category

Number of Interviews
Completed

Member Status
Page
Non-Page

21
10

Industry
Beverages
Chemicals
Commercial Banks
Diversified Financials
Electronics, Electrical Equipment
Energy
Insurance: Property & Casualty
Insurance: Life, Health
Internet Services and Retailing
Mail, Package, Freight Delivery
Motor Vehicles and Parts
Packaging, Containers
Pharmaceuticals
Publishing, Printing
Securities
Specialty Retailers
Telecommunications
Utilities: Gas & Electric
Wholesalers: Diversified
Wholesalers: Healthcare

2
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
4

1
2
1
2
1
1
2

Revenue
$2B-$25B
$26B-50B
$50B+

21
4
6
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLE PROFILE (CONTINUED)
Category

Number of Interviews
Completed

Global Rank
1-250
251-500

8
7

US Rank
1-250
251-500
501-1000

17
7
3

CEO Tenure
Less than 2 years
2-4 years
5-7 years
8-10 years
10+ years

3
13
9
3
3

CEO Age
Less than 45
45-50
51-55
56-60
61-65
66-70

1
6
8
10
5
1

Region
US-Northeast
US-Midwest
US-South
US-West
Europe

9
9
6
4
3
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APPENDIX B: SUB-SAMPLE VARIATIONS
Consumer vs. Non-Consumer
CEOs of companies that are more directly
exposed to the consumer market than B2B
companies differ along the following dimensions:
• C-suite status for communications heads is more
common among CEOs with companies involved
with direct connections to consumers.
• Direct-to-consumer CEOs report more of an
impact of the proliferation and nontraditional
media channels on their companies than B2B
companies.
• The CEOs of direct-to-consumer companies not
only feel that consumers have taken a new and
more in-depth interest in corporations, but that
this has substantially increased the importance of
reputation and strategic reputation management
for their companies.

What It Means
• The communications case for companies with
limited consumer exposure has yet to be made.
Since, across the board, CEOs see their businesses as tending toward global representation,
emphasizing communications’ role in gaining
productive access to foreign markets helps
advance the positioning of the communications chief.
• For companies with consumer and/or global
exposure that have not yet adopted the CCO
title, making the case based on comparable
companies adopting CCO status is looking
increasingly possible.
• Direct report status is likely to depend
on the CEO’s perception of:
- The strategic nature of communications
within the company; and
- The perceived quality of the executive.

Global vs. Domestic
CEOs of companies that are actually global (as
opposed to simply “thinking globally”) differ from
their domestic CEO counterparts in that:
• Global companies show greater receptivity to
communications as a driver of strategy, attributing
the need for cohesive communications due to the
complicated elements of foreign operations and
cultural issues.
Direct Report to CEO vs.
Non-direct Report
There is a strong connection between reporting
status and the overall perception of the strategic
role of corporate communications, as well as the
likelihood of use of the CCO title:
• Companies in which the communications head
reports directly to the CEO are inclined to report
a stronger emphasis on the strategic role of
communications for their companies.
• Direct report companies are also more likely
to utilize the Chief Communications Officer
title rather than some variation on Vice President,
which is more common in companies where the
top communications executive does not report
to the CEO.
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APPENDIX C: DISCUSSION GUIDE
Interview Protocol
Purpose/Sponsor of study
Thank you again for taking time out of your
busy schedule to speak with me today. The
survey should take no more than 15-20 minutes
of your time, and is sponsored by the Arthur W.
Page Society.

Incentives
In appreciation of your time and cooperation,
we will be providing you with:

The Arthur W. Page Society is a select membership organization for senior public relations and
corporate communications executives. Since its
incorporation in December 1983, the Society has
sought to bring together senior communications
executives representing a wide spectrum of industries who are interested in helping each other and
perpetuating the high professional standards set
by Arthur W. Page.

Discussion Topics
As you know, the role of the CEO in a Fortune
500 company has changed over the last few years
in response to a rapidly changing and dynamic
business environment. In this context, some have
argued that the role of senior communications
professionals, particularly the [CCO/senior communications executive], has also shifted significantly over the past several years.

• An exclusive summary of the research findings;
as well as
• $400 to the charity of your choice.

The survey is being conducted exclusively with
CEOs from Fortune 500 companies in order to
help the Arthur W. Page Society and the communications profession at large better understand
the changing strategic needs of their CEOs and
more effectively address their company’s needs.

The Evolution of the Role
1. How do you think that the role of the
[CCO/senior communications executive] in
companies like yours has changed, if at all,
over the past several years?
- Have they become more/less influential in
business decisions outside the traditional
purview of the communications function –
decisions that affect broader corporate
behavior and strategy? Why/why not?
- In which kinds of these broader corporate
decisions has the [CCO/senior communications executive] become more influential?
Less influential? Why? [PROBE: corporate
reputation; sales; product development;
merger/acquisition; labor relations; organizational change/restructuring initiatives;
CRM; employee relations; crisis management; government/public affairs; investor
relations; corporate social responsibility;
outsourcing; developing corporate principles/values; cultural change; new media
channels]

I represent the Business Consulting practice
at Financial Dynamics. Our firm specializes in
conducting elite research with senior executives
in the United States, Europe, Latin America, and
Asia. We’ve been retained by the Arthur W. Page
Society to design the survey, conduct the interviews, and interpret the findings.
Confidentiality
I would appreciate your candid opinions, and
would like to assure you that all of your responses
will be used only for research purposes and kept
completely confidential. Your name will not be
used on our reports, and no remarks or opinions
you express will be directly attributed to you or
your company. Comments and insights from the
interviews will be presented in aggregate form
only, and will not be disclosed to Page Society
members or your individual communications
executive.
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APPENDIX C: DISCUSSION GUIDE (CONTINUED)
4. What kind of [CCO/senior communications
executive] would be in the best position to
effectively address these challenges and take
on these new responsibilities?

2. Looking ahead, how do you think the role of
the [CCO/senior communications executive]
should change over the next few years to better address your needs and the needs of your
company?

[PROBE, AS NEEDED:]

- Which kinds of business decisions outside
the traditional purview of the communications function should they play a role in?
Which ones should they not be involved in?
Why? [PROBE: corporate reputation; sales;
product development; merger/acquisition;
labor relations; organizational change/
restructuring initiatives; CRM; employee
relations; crisis management; government/
public affairs; investor relations; corporate
social responsibility; outsourcing; developing corporate principles/values; cultural
change; new media channels]

- What kind of person should they be?
[PROBE: Introvert/extrovert; detailoriented; team-player; creative; leader]
- What kind of background/experience would
they have? [PROBE: skills; previous jobs;
areas of expertise; international expertise]
- What should their primary focus be?
[PROBE: Which stakeholders should they
be most focused on? What issues should
they concentrate on?]
- What would be their relative position inside
the senior executive suite? What kind of
relationship would they have with other
senior executives/C-suite executives? What
kind of relationship would they have with
the Board?

3. What do you think are the most serious challenges a [CCO/senior communications executive] at your company is likely to face over the
next few years? [PROBE: global integration;
fast-paced technological changes; hostile
business media; new stakeholders; activist
constituencies/shareholders]

- What would be their level of interaction
with/relationship to the CEO?
- What would be their title? Is the best title
for this person CCO; CPRO; or some other
title? Why?
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APPENDIX C: DISCUSSION GUIDE (CONTINUED)
Wrap Up
We hope this discussion has been interesting for you. It’s been very useful for us. Moving forward,
if you think of anything else you’d like to add, please do not hesitate to contact me with any further
comments or ideas.

Please know that all of your responses will be used only for research purposes and kept completely
confidential. Comments and insights from the interviews will be presented in aggregate form only,
and will be used to help the Arthur W. Page Society and the communications profession at-large
better understand the changing strategic needs of their CEOs and more effectively address their
company’s needs.
As discussed, in order to show our appreciation for your time, we will send you a summary of our
findings when the study is complete. To do so, I just need the following information:

RESPONDENT NAME:
COMPANY:
ADDRESS/EMAIL:

Also, to make a donation to a charity of your choice, I need the following information:

CHARITY:
ADDRESS:
USE NAME/ANONYMOUS:

Thank you for your time. Good day/night.
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ARTHUR W. PAGE SOCIETY BOARD OF TRUSTEES AND STAFF
Trustees*
Paul A. Argenti, Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth
Catherine V. Babington, Abbott
Ann H. Barkelew, Fleishman-Hillard, Inc. (Retired)
Roger Bolton, APCO Worldwide
Angela A. Buonocore, ITT Corporation
Paul Capelli, Staples
Peter D. Debreceny, Allstate Insurance Company (Retired)
Robert DeFillippo, Prudential Financial, Inc.
Valerie Di Maria, Willis Group Holdings Limited
Gregory Elliott, International Truck and Engine Corporation
Matthew P. Gonring, Gagen MacDonald
Kimberley Crews Goode, Visteon Corporation
Harvey W. Greisman, MasterCard Worldwide
Nancy A. Hobor, Grainger
Aedhmar Hynes, Text 100
Jon C. Iwata, IBM Corporation
Richard D. Jernstedt, Fleishman-Hillard, Inc.
Raymond L. Kotcher, Ketchum
Thomas J. Kowaleski, actk2 Communication Consulting
Margery Kraus, APCO Worldwide
Maril Gagen MacDonald, Gagen MacDonald
William G. Margaritis, FedEx Corporation
Thomas R. Martin, College of Charleston
Anne M. McCarthy, Western Union
James E. Murphy, Murphy & Co.
W.D. (Bill) Nielsen, Johnson & Johnson (Retired)
James S. O'Rourke IV, Ph.D., University of Notre Dame
Helen Ostrowski, Porter Novelli
Kenneth B. Sternad, UPS
Jessica Stoltenberg, Wyeth
Donald K. Wright, Ph.D., Boston University
* As of January 1, 2008

Staff
Tom Nicholson, Executive Director
Susan S. Chin, Executive Assistant
Dawn Hanson, Communications Director
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PAGE PHILOSOPHY AND PAGE PRINCIPLES
The Page Philosophy
Arthur W. Page viewed public relations as the art
of developing, understanding and communicating
character—both corporate and individual.

• Manage for tomorrow. Anticipate public
reaction and eliminate practices that create
difficulties. Generate goodwill.
• Conduct public relations as if the whole company
depends on it. Corporate relations is a management function. No corporate strategy should
be implemented without considering its impact
on the public. The public relations professional
is a policymaker capable of handling a wide
range of corporate communications activities.

This vision was a natural outgrowth of his
belief in humanism and freedom as America’s
guiding characteristics and as preconditions for
capitalism.
The successful corporation, Page believed, must
shape its character in concert with the nation’s.
It must operate in the public interest, manage for
the long run and make customer satisfaction its
primary goal. He described the dynamic this way:

• Realize a company’s true character is expressed by
its people. The strongest opinions—good or
bad—about a company are shaped by the
words and deeds of its employees. As a result,
every employee—active or retired—is involved
with public relations. It is the responsibility of
corporate communications to support each
employee’s capability and desire to be an honest, knowledgeable ambassador to customers,
friends, shareowners and public officials.

“Real success, both for big business and the public, lies in large enterprise conducting itself in the
public interest and in such a way that the public
will give it sufficient freedom to serve effectively.”

• Remain calm, patient and good-humored. Lay the
groundwork for public relations miracles with
consistent and reasoned attention to information and contacts. This may be difficult with
today’s contentious 24-hour news cycles and
endless number of watchdog organizations.
But when a crisis arises, remember, cool heads
communicate best.

The Page Principles
• Tell the truth. Let the public know what’s
happening and provide an accurate picture of
the company’s character, ideals and practices.
• Prove it with action. Public perception of an
organization is determined 90 percent by what
it does and 10 percent by what it says.
• Listen to the customer. To serve the company well,
understand what the public wants and needs.
Keep top decision makers and other employees
informed about public reaction to company
products, policies and practices.
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NOTES
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Arthur W. Page Society
317 Madison Avenue, Suite 2320
New York, NY 10017
Phone: 212/400-7959
Fax: 212/922-9198
www.awpagesociety.com
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The Business Case for Authenticity

Peggy Simcic Brønn, Professor
Norwegian Business School
Director, Center for Corporate Communication

“At its heart, authenticity is about
practicing what you preach; being
totally clear about who you are
and what you do best.”
"We have a hunger for
something like authenticity,
but are easily satisfied by an
ersatz facsimile."-George
Orwell, c. 1949
The misdirected quest for
authenticity is an ugly thing.
Joshua Glen

“being faithful to internal rather than external
ideas.”
worthy of belief and trust, and neither false
nor unoriginal -- in short, genuine and original.

In philosophy of art, “authenticity” describes the perception of art
as faithful to the artist’s self, rather than conforming to external
values such as historical tradition, or commercial worth.

Public Trust (Bentele)
• A communicative risk-reducing mechanism
where past experience takes on a key role
• Result of publicly-generated trust in:
– Individual actors
– Organizations
– Systems (pension, party, social, political systems)

Trust matters! Why? (Bentele)
• Many organisations have lost trust
• Rebuilding trust costs time and money
• Because trust is an important social mechanism
(Luhmann) and an important value for societal
culture
• "Trust is fundamental to functioning in our complex
and interdependent society" (Tschannen-Moran & Hoy
2000, p. 549).

• Trust has been and is a basic aim and a core value of
and for public relations

Credibility
• Sub-phenomenon of trust
• Attributed to:
– Individuals
– Institutions
– Communicative products: texts, presentations
• Confidence that receivers have in the accuracy and
truthfulness of a message
• Is dependent on the trust between organization and its
publics, which is highly correlated with both reputation and
relationship (Stacks and Watson, 2007,p. 69)

Public Relations/Communication
Practitioners
• Position of trust with their employer or their
client
• Act as trust mediators between organization
and specific stakeholders
• Enter into relationships of mutual trust

Basic Assumptions:
Good
Communication

Good
Relationships

Good
Corporate
Reputation

Communication • Behavior
elements, all
• Symbols
part of identity: • Communication itself

Improved
Likelihood
of
Exchange

Covey’s ’Waves of Trust’
• Relationship Trust, is about how to establish and increase
trust vis-a-vis others.
– The key underlying principle is consistent behavior.

• Organizational Trust, deals with how leaders can generate
trust in different organizations.
• Market Trust, reflects the trust customers, investors, and
others in the marketplace have in the company.
– The principle underlying this is reputation.

• Societal Trust, is about creating value for others and for
society at large.

– The underlying principle is contribution.
– By contributing or “giving back,” we counteract the suspicion, cynicism,
and low-trust that exist within our society.
– We also inspire others to create value and contribute.

Business today is taking the
public into partnership.
Business realizes that its relationship to the
public is not confined to the manufacture and
sale of a given product, but includes at the
same time the selling of itself and of those
things for which it stands in the public mind.
Edward Bernays, Propaganda, 1928

Distinctive
Consistent

Authentic

Omdømme

Visible

Fombrun, van Riel

Most Important
Communication
Drivers of
Reputation
Responsive

Transparent

Authentic
(Ekthet)

• ’The organization’s
beating heart’
• Genuine, honest, truthful

Responsive

•The core of dialogue

Transparent •Open

The Business Impact of Supportive Behavior with the General Public
Improve Reputation by 5 Points and Increase Recommendation by 6.3%
Analysis shows that if a company is able to improve reputation by 1 point the number of people who would positively
recommend the company goes up by 1.26%. In a competitive situation increasing recommendation within the general public
would have a dramatic impact on the bottom line reinforcing the benefits of active reputation management.
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What Impacts ’Word of Mouth’

1. Authencity
2. Responsiveness
3. Transparency
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Adj-R = 0.767

Authentic Organizations embrace questions
about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Authenticity
Organizational Identity
Organizational Image and Reputation
Action
Marketing & Branding
The relationship between the organization and its external
community
The relationships between the organization and its
members and stakeholders

Authentic Organizations (C. V. Harquail)
• An organization is authentic when its actions, its
character, and its sense of purpose are aligned with
and support each other.
• Authenticity: the process of aligning the
organization’s identity, image and actions

Vision
Who do we want to be?
How will we be known?

”Who are we?”

Hatch, Schultz, 2008

Identity

”What is their
image of us?”

Trust is
People-Driven
•
•
•
•

People are sincere, not products
Organizations, not products, are open
People, not products, are responsive
People make bad decisions

• What does it mean for an organization to be “authentic”?
• Why does it matter that an organization be authentic?
• Which organizations are being authentic, and what are they
doing to pursue authenticity?
• Which organizations are not being authentic, why, and what
could they be doing to become more authentic?
• What should an organization do to become more authentic,
or to address a specific authenticity dilemma?
• What can you and I do, as organization members, as
managers, leaders, scholars or practitioners, as persons, to
help organizations pursue authenticity?

… the bottom line on brand authenticity. Don’t BS people.

Fred Wenstøp:

Strukturering av organisasjonens verdier
Foredrag
Corporate Communication Summit
BIs Senter for virksomhetskommunikasjon
Kleivstua 15.-16. september 2011

19/10/2013

Fred Wenstøp
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Basic ethical positions
• Virtue ethics
– Aristotle: to promote human flourishing
– Focus on character and action
– Top corporate core values: Integrity, honesty, equality,
impartiality, loyalty, respect, prudence and tolerance

• Duty ethics
– Kant: actions possess moral worth only when we do our duty, for
duty’s sake – consequences do not matter

• Consequentialism
– Hume: “Reason is the slave of passion”. We must use reason to
form beliefs about consequences, and then judge them passionately

19/10/2013

Fred Wenstøp
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Virtue ethics
• Aristotle
– Virtue promotes human
flourishing
– A virtuous person is balanced,
neither deficient nor excessive
in any dimension

• Corporate core values
– Describe attitudes and actions
• Integrity, honesty, equality,
impartiality, loyalty,
respectfulness, prudence and
tolerance

Aristotle (384 –322 BC)
19/10/2013
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Rule based Management
The ideal bureaucracy
“The dominance of a spirit of
formalistic impersonality, sine ira et
studio, without hatred or passion, and
hence without affection or enthusiasm.
The dominant norms are concepts of
straightforward duty without regard to
personal considerations. Everyone is
subject to formal equality of treatment;
that is, everyone is in the same
empirical situation. This is the spirit in
which the ideal official conducts his
office.”

19/10/2013
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Max Weber (1864-1920)
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Duty values
• Standards and procedures
– Rules that the organization has voluntarily chosen to subscribe to, beyond
laws and regulations, in order to protect values.
– Verifiability, little measuring of real end impacts

• Examples
– ISO standards regarding health, safety and environment
• International Organization for Standardization

– UN Global Compact CSR-rules
• Nine principles for good corporate conduct in the areas of human rights, labor
and the environment

– GRI (Global reporting initiative)
• Sustainability reports of multinational companies for environment and society

19/10/2013
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Consequentialism
• There are no intrinsic good or evils
• Reason cannot be the basis of
morality
– Reason can show us the best way to
achieve our ends, but it cannot
determine our ultimate desires
– “‘Tis not contrary to reason to
choose my total ruin, to prevent the
least uneasiness of an Indian”

• Hume’s law
– There is a gulf between facts and
values, between “is” and “ought”

• We must formulate objectives and
judge consequences accordingly
19/10/2013
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David Hume (1711-76)
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Consequential values
• Stakeholder values
– The raison d’être of the organization
• An organization exists for the purpose of the stakeholders
• The owners are usually considered a preferred stakeholder

– End impacts of organizational activities

• Examples
– Owners’ yield
– Workers’ salary, health and safety
– Costumer satisfaction
– Society’s concern about emissions
19/10/2013
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Value categories
Value category
Core values
(virtues)
Protected values

Created values

19/10/2013

Examples
Integrity, honesty,
respect
Health,
environment
safety, rights
ROI, quality,
image, citizenship

Instruments
Code of
conduct
Rules,
standards,
certificates
Goals and
objectives

Fred Wenstøp

Ethical theory
Virtue ethics

Emotions
Strong

Duty ethics

Absent

Consequentialism Some

8

Generic value system
Value system

19/10/2013

Core
values

Stakeholder
values

Standards and
procedures

Character
Attitude
Very
emotional

Decision
criteria
Require
emotion

Restrict
decisions
No
emotions

Fred Wenstøp
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Norsk kommunikasjonsforening
Visjon: ”Kommunikasjon former samfunnet”
Kommunikasjon er et fag som i stadig økende grad har betydning for det norske samfunnet. Utøverne
har et betydelig samfunnsansvar, og kan påvirke den virksomheten de er ansatt i. Vår visjon er at vi
gjennom god kommunikasjon kan bidra til å forme det norske samfunnet.
Ambisjon: Posisjonere og utvikle faget
Det er Kommunikasjonsforeningens oppgave å forvalte og videreutvikle den betydningen faget har.
Foreningen har ansvaret for faglig posisjonering og utvikling for enkeltmennesker, virksomheter,
brukere av kommunikasjon og samfunnet som helhet. Vi bidrar til forvaltning av fagets innhold, dets
faglige og etiske prinsipper. Vi må utvikle dette innholdet til fellesskapets og det enkelte medlems
beste.
Verdier: Inspirerende, utforskende og troverdig
Kommunikasjonsforeningens tre verdier er:
Inspirerende: Kommunikasjonsforeningen skaper faglig og sosialt nettverk som engasjerer
medlemmene.
Utforskende: Kommunikasjonsforeningen arbeider for å utvikle faget, søke ny kunnskap og nye
kommunikasjonskanaler.
Troverdig: Kommunikasjonsforeningen er etterrettelig og følger faglige og etiske prinsipper.

Fagrådet for offentlig
informasjon
– Fagrådet for offentlig informasjon har som
særskilt oppgave å aktivt arbeide for innsyn i
offentlig virksomhet og for at
offentlighetsprinsippet styrkes, og samtidig være
en pådriver i utviklingen av offentlig informasjon
som en demokratisk rettighet.
– Fagrådet skal arbeide for at Norsk
kommunikasjonsforening blir representert i styrer,
råd og utvalg som har betydning for offentlig
informasjon.

Fagrådet for kompetanse
– Fagrådet utarbeider til hvert landsmøte forslag til strategier
for Norsk kommunikasjonsforenings arbeide med
kompetanseheving blant medlemmene og skal være
sentralstyrets utøvende organ innen kompetanseutvikling.
– Fagrådet for kompetanseutvikling skal være sentralstyrets
fagråd i arbeidet med å styrke medlemmenes faglige
dyktighet, og er ansvarlig for på vegne av sentralstyre å
utarbeide og realisere opplærings oppgaver. I tillegg til
medlemmene er også andre, som gjennom sine funksjoner
har oppgaver som krever kommunikasjonsfaglig forståelse,
en målgruppe for Fagrådet for kompetanseutvikling.

Profesjonsetiske prinsipper
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kommunikatører blir daglig utfordret til å ta stilling til etiske dilemmaer. Kommunikasjonsforeningens profesjonsetiske prinsipper
skal bidra til bevisstgjøring og oppfordre til etisk skjønn. Medlemmer i Norsk kommunikasjonsforening tilstreber å:
være redelige i alle sine gjøremål, både når det gjelder integritet, konfidensialitet, økonomiske disposisjoner og personlig oppførsel
være tydelige i samarbeid med arbeidsgivere, ansatte, kunder, kommunikasjonskolleger og omverdenen
ikke diskriminere andre i noen forhold
holde seg oppdatert på kommunikasjonsfagets utvikling
respektere disse prinsippene og oppfordre andre medlemmer til å gjøre det samme
Integritet
ansvarlig holdning til offentlighetens interesser
aldri bevisst gi uriktige opplysninger eller holde tilbake informasjon som ikke er taushetsbelagt
aldri forlede arbeidsgivere, kolleger, kunder og kommunikasjonskolleger til å tro at kommunikasjonsarbeid kan gi større resultat enn
det kan
Skikkethet
innsikt i og besittelse av rett profesjonell kompetanse, slik at man ikke påtar seg arbeid man er uskikket for
samarbeide med andre for å sikre nødvendig kompetanse når denne mangler
sørge for at oppdragsgiver umiddelbart varsles om mulige interessekonflikter
Konfidensialitet
verne om fortrolig informasjon fra oppdragsgiver
aldri misbruke fortrolig informasjon eller informasjon som er taushetsbelagt
aldri gi fra seg fortrolig informasjon

Verdistruktur

Kjerneverdier
Inspirerende
Utforskende
Troverdig
Skapte verdier
Fagets innhold

Ny kunnskap
Nye kommunikasjonskanaler

Posisjon
Representasjon i styrer, råd og utvalg mht offentlig informasjon

Styrking av offentlighetsprinsippet
Innsyn i offentlig virksomhet

Kompetanseutvikling
Realisasjon av opplæringsoppgaver

Vernede verdier
Prinsipper
Faglige
Etiske
Integritet
Skikkethet
Konfidensialitet
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Takk for oppmerksomheten
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Kleivstua 15.
15 september 2010
Sverre Olav Helsem
Administrerende direktør

Om Conecto
Organisasjonen

•
•
•
•

Erfaring siden 1974
150 ansatte og 171 MNOK i omsetning
5 avdelingskontorer
Eid av Sparebank 1 Finans
GJØVIK

DRAMMEN

Inkassobransjen
2010

Løsninger

• 3. største inkassoselskap i Norge
• Størst vekst – 9 %
• Eneste byrå med ISO 9001 sertifisering

HAMAR

ØSTERÅS

KRISTIANSAND

• Fullservice inkassobyrå
• Tilbyr hele verdikjeden fra fakturakjøp til
verdigjenvinning
di j
i i og jjuridisk
idi k bi
bistand
t d
• Spisskompetanse innen mange bransjer

1
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Tidslinjen for en faktura og våre løsninger

Kredittinformasjon

Fakturakjøp /
Fakturalån

Fakturaadministrasjon

Utenrettslig
inkasso

Purretjeneste

Langtidsovervåkning

Rettslig inkasso

Forfallsdato
-15 / -30

Forfallsdato
0

Forfallsdato
+ 10

Forfallsdato
+ 20

Forfallsdato
+ 39

Forfalls dato

Faktura
distribueres kunde

Faktura forfaller

Påminnelse på SMS /
ePost

Inkassovarsel med
p
g y
purregebyr

Inkasso /
g
Betalingsoppfordring

Inkassoperioden
med kontakt p
på
telefon og brev

Konsekvensvarsel

Konsekvens utført

Løpende vurdering

Mål:
Betaling før
stenging

Mål:
Betaling og
reaktivering av
kunde

Mål:
Betaling og
reaktivering av
kunde

Mål:
Betaling før inkassovarsel og varsel om
konsekvens

Mål:
Rask og rettidig
fakturering

Porteføljekjøp

Forretningsmodell
Regelstyring

S
Y
S
T
E
M

Verdistyring

DIALOG
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Historien bak…

Hedmark Inkassobyrå stiftes
advokat av Jon Lie i Moelv

1974

Skifter navn til Actor
Fordringsforvaltning

Sparebanken Hedmark kjøper
selskapet og flytter til Hamar

1989 1990

Oppretter avdeling på Gjøvik

1997

1998 1999

Conecto ble stiftet av Sverre
Olav Helsem og Øyvind Aas på
Østerås

Utvider med vanlig
inkasso og
fakturakrav

Privatetterforskning av tunge
inkassosaker for bankene som
forretningsidé

Kjøper opp Drammen
Inkassobyrå og
Inkassoservice i
Drammen

Oppretter avdeling
på Gjøvik

… Conecto

Terra-Gruppen
AS kjøper 50 %
av aksjene

Sparebanken Sør
kjøper 10 % av
Actor kjøper
aksjene fra
Sparebanken Verdigjenvinning i
Kristiansand
Hedmark

2002 / 2004
Initierer kulturprosjekt
innen verdier, identitet
og omdømme

2005
Første byrå
med sertifisert
Kvalitetssystem
– ISO 9001

Sparebank 1 Gruppen Sparebank 1 Gruppen
Finans kjøper
kjøper Actor
Conecto

2007

2010 / 2011
Actor og Conecto
fusjonerer til Conecto

Første byrå
med
SkyldnerWeb
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Fusjon mellom Actor og Conecto
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sparebank 1 Gruppen Finans eier Actor – 65 ansatte på Hamar,
Gjøvik og i Kristiansand
Sparebank i Gruppen Finans kjøper Conecto – 85 ansatte på
Østerås, Gjøvik og i Drammen
Avtale signert 30.06.2010 – transaksjonsdato 09.09.2010
Fusjonsdato 01.01.2011
Komplementære markeder og produkter
Få doble funksjoner - løses med naturlig avgang og omplassering
Ulike bedriftskulturer
Få fusjoner er vellykkede
Strategi for gjennomføring av fusjon – fusjonsforberedende arbeid
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Verdi, identitet og omdømme
Kompetanse

Respekt

Ansvar
Conecto

Megler

Kunde

Engasjement

Skyldner

Kommunikasjon

Strategiplattform
Ambisjon

Vi skal være det foretrukne inkassobyrået i markedet, være blant de
tre største aktørene og gi våre eiere god avkastning

Misjon

Vi skal bidra til at skyldner innfrir sine forpliktelser før de påtar seg
nye, slik at våre oppdragsgivere får reduserte tap og frigjort
ressurser til egen kjernevirksomhet

Visjon

Vi skal gjenvinne mer av oppdragsgivers penger og ivareta omdømme
og kunder

Våre verdier og leveregler
Ansvar

Respekt

Kommunikasjon

Kompetanse

Engasjement

”Vi gjennomfører
det vi lover”

”Behandle andre som
du ønsker å bli
behandlet selv”

”Positiv dialog med
gjensidig ansvar for
at beskjeden er
overlevert og forstått”

”Selvstendig ansvar for
å søke kunnskap og
læring”

”Entusiastisk holdning
og mental
Tilstedeværelse”

”Snakke til og ikke om”

9
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Ansvar

Definisjon
Medarbeidere, kunder og skyldnere skal stole på at vi holder
avtaler og gjennomfører det vi forplikter oss til. Det er å handle
med integritet og gjøre vårt beste. Enhver har ansvar for egne
arbeidsoppgaver, samspillet mellom avdelingene og tar felles
ansvar for selskapet som helhet. Når vi gjør feil har vi mot til å
utvikle oss til det bedre. Vi gjør det godt igjen uten å komme
med bortforklaringer og viser endringsvilje.

Leveregel
Vi gjennomfører det vi lover.

Respekt

Definisjon
Respekt er en holdning der vi viser mellommenneskelig
forståelse. Vi har omsorg for den enkeltes verdighet. Enhver
har rett til å forvente respekt. Vi behandler alle våre relasjoner
slik vi selv ønsker å bli behandlet. Vi viser respekt med høflige
ord og ved tonen vi bruker i kommunikasjonen. Dette hever
nivået av tillit i relasjonene våre og fremmer gode løsninger.

Leveregel
Behandle andre som du ønsker å bli behandlet selv.
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Kommunikasjon

Definisjon
Kommunikasjon handler om å dele tanker – ideer – og skape
løsninger. Kommunikasjon i vår bedrift skal preges av dialog,
klarhet og tydelighet. Vi taler og lytter med fokusert
oppmerksomhet og nærvær og bruker åpne spørsmål for å
finne de beste løsningene sammen. Vi gjør ikke antakelser,
men søker og utveksler informasjon for å oppnå lik forståelse
der vi konkluderer på riktig grunnlag.

Leveregel
Snakke til og ikke om.
Positiv dialog med gjensidig ansvar for at beskjeden er
overlevert og forstått.

Brudd på levereglene
Levereglene må bestå av et klart regelverk som er kommunisert og
forstått av alle i Conecto. Det skal det være forståelse for å gjøre feil
og en mulighet for å rette opp disse.
Ved brudd på levereglene vil følgende fremgangsmåte kunne
b
benyttes:
tt

1. Løse konflikten på lavest mulig nivå i organisasjonen
2. Vurdere valg av det rette tidspunktet
3. Brudd på spilleregler skal kommuniseres gjennom en sortert
tilbakemelding
a. Fortell under 4 øyne hva som er observert
b. Beskriv følelser/savn og
g behov/ønsker
c. Still åpne spørsmål for å la den det gjelder gi en forklaring
4. Det må skapes gjensidig aksept og handlingsplan for fremtidig
ønsket adferd
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Gjentatte brudd på levereglene
Conectos leveregler skal etterleves av alle ansatte. Dersom
levereglene brytes, vil dette kunne få konsekvenser for de involverte.
Konsekvensen av brudd på leveregler må avhenge av
alvorlighetsgraden av bruddet og om dette er gjentakende brudd.
A h
Avhengig
i av di
disse tto ffaktorene
kt
kkan b
bruddet
dd t h
ha ulike
lik kkonsekvenser:
k

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Opplæring og utvikling av den det gjelder
Advarsel – muntlig eller skriftlig
Rapport der begge parter signerer
Omplassering til ny avdeling eller arbeidsoppgave
Oppsigelse av medarbeider

Benchmark - løsningsgrad
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ringnes
• Kredinor er utkonkurrert
Sparebank1 Skadeforsikring
• Kredinor er i ferd med å bli utkonkurrert
Eniro
• Lindorff er utkonkurrert
Experian
• Gothia i ferd med å bli utkonkurrert
Terra Finans
• Kredinor i ferd med å bli utkonkurrert
Telenor
• Conecto leverer best
• Konkurrerende byråene er Lindorff, Intrum og Gothia
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Undersøkelser siste seks år viser at
kulturarbeid gir effekter

Suksesskriteriene i inkassoarbeidet
Ambisjon

Vi skal være det foretrukne inkassobyrået i markedet, være blant de
tre største aktørene og gi våre eiere god avkastning

Misjon

Vi skal bidra til at skyldner innfrir sine forpliktelser før de påtar seg
nye, slik at våre oppdragsgivere får reduserte tap og frigjort
ressurser til egen kjernevirksomhet

Visjon

Vi skal gjenvinne mer av oppdragsgivers penger og ivareta omdømme
og kunder

Våre verdier og leveregler
Ansvar

Respekt

Kommunikasjon

Kompetanse

Engasjement

”Vi gjennomfører
det vi lover”

”Behandle andre som
du ønsker å bli
behandlet selv”

”Positiv dialog med
gjensidig ansvar for
at beskjeden er
overlevert og forstått”

”Selvstendig ansvar for
å søke kunnskap og
læring”

”Entusiastisk holdning
og mental
Tilstedeværelse”

”Snakke til og ikke om”
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Engasjement

Definisjon
Engasjement er å ha positiv innstilling og tilstedeværelse på
jobb. Vi inspirerer og gjør hverandre gode. Vi setter oss mål
og går helhjertet inn for å nå dem. Vi svikter ikke når vi møter
problemer og utfordringer, men gjennomfører ved å finne de
beste løsningene sammen. Ut av dette kommer fremragende
resultater.

Leveregel
Entusiastisk holdning og mental tilstedeværelse.
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Kompetanse

Definisjon
Kompetanseutvikling bidrar til trygghet og selvstendige
medarbeidere, økt effektivitet og god løsningsgrad. En
holdning av læring og deling sikrer at vi er i kontinuerlig positiv
utvikling og i stand til å løse den valgte strategi og sikre vår
fremtid. I praksis betyr kompetanse for oss at vi lærer av
hverandre og bruker arbeidsplassen som vårt ”universitet”. Er
det noe vi ønsker svar på, søker vi informasjon og kunnskap
for å forstå.

Leveregel
Selvstendig ansvar for å søke kunnskap og læring.

Leder- og organisasjonsutvikling
Lederprinsipper i Conecto som sikrer at lederne blir gode rollemodeller
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Gi klar retning
Formidle overordet visjon, verdier, mål og retning på en klar og tydelig måte
Sikre at alle forstår sin rolle og sitt ansvar for selskapets resultatet
Ha høy kundefokus
Sette seg inn i og forstå kundens behov, krav og forventninger
Bygge godt omdømme gjennom gode kunderelasjoner
Ha verdikjedefokus
Sørge for at det skjer kontinuerlige forbedringer langs verdikjeden
Være endringsvillig og skape et endringsvillig klima
g utvikle
Gi støtte og
Støtte og utvikle medarbeideres kompetanse
Ha løpende dialog og deling av kunnskap og informasjon
Ta beslutninger gjennom involvering og rådslagning
Sørge for erfaringslæring og refleksjon for å sikre enda bedre kvalitet i beslutningene
Gi løpende tilbakemelding
Gi løpende tydelig og direkte tilbakemelding på prestasjoner
Se, høre og forstå sine medarbeidere
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Credibility

Culture

Corporate
reputation

Corporate
culture

Authenticity

Legitimacy

SELF-PRESENTATION
values

Trust
Corporate
identity

Ethos

Corporate
image

(character)
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› ENDURING BELIEFS ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION’S END GOALS AND HOW
IT MUST BEHAVE TO REACH THESE GOALS
› YOUR END GOALS REFLECT YOUR TERMINAL VALUES (E.G., RICH, HAPPY)
› YOUR BEHAVIOUR REFLECTS YOUR INSTRUMENTAL VALUES (E
(E.G.,
G
CAREFUL, FAIR)
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› ROKEACH’S VALUE SYSTEMS THEORY: INSTRUMENTAL VALUES
› Achievement
› Intellect
› Capabilty
› Logic
› Forgiveness
F i
›

Independence
Self-control
Broadmindedness
Responsibility
I
Imagination
i ti
Cheerfulness

EXPERTISE

Honesty
Helpfulness
Obedience
Love
Ambition Politeness
Courage

G O O DW ILL

TRUSTW O RTHIN ESS
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› ETHOS (CHARACTER) RESIDES IN DISCOURSE IN THE FORM OF ETHOS
APPEALS:
› EXPERTISE
› TRUSTWORTHINESS
› GOODWILL

WHAT WE DO
WHAT WE ARE MADE OF
WHAT WE DO FOR OTHERS

6
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Ethos model
ETHOS QUALITIES

Expertise

Trustworthiness

Goodwill

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------RHETORICAL
STRATEGIES

Selfpromotion

Selfcharacterization

wisdom
projects

attention to
others’ success
and fortune

Self-sacrifice

conduct
World
knowledge

talent,
capability

Attention

Integrity/
Justice

Devotion

ETHOS APPEALS
Entitlements/
Enhancements

location, staff,

Presence/
Resources

Truthfulness

Abilities/
Attributes

Knowledge/
Skills

honesty,
sincerety

Courage

own care for
others

Concord

Focus on
working with
others
coping with challenges & threats

Passion

exciting and rewarding

qualifications,
awards, membership
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› WHAT HAVE COMPANIES DONE HISTORICALLY?
› WHAT TO DO FROM HERE ON?
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the case for goodwill &
trustworthiness
› CSR IS VALUES-DRIVEN AND RELIES ON A RHETORIC OF
TRUSTWORTHINESS AND GOODWILL.
› A STUDY OF HOW 16 LARGE DANISH COMPANIES HAVE APPROACED
CSR.
› A WEAK LINK BETWEEN VALUES AND CSR STRATEGY /
IMPLEMENTATION.
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One of Scandinavia's biggest investment banks, the Norwegian Storebrand Bank, recently named
Coloplast the most sustainable company in the healthcare industry. In their latest rating of
healthcare companies, the Norwegian financial services company, Storebrand, recognized
Coloplast's social, environmental and ethical performance. Through this ranking we have earned the
prestigious Best in Class mandate. “It's a great honour for us to receive an award like this," says
Jeppe Kromann Haarsted, Corporate Responsibility Manager, Coloplast. “The ‘Best in Class' status
proves that we were right to invest in Corporate Responsibility and I'm happy that our efforts are
noticed by the outside world.
world " The rating is based on an analysis of 30 global healthcare companies.
companies
Companies are rated on their approach to health and safety and on environmental and ethical issues.
According to Storebrand, Coloplast demonstrates best practice through our responsible supply chain
management programme, our anti-corruption policy, our reduction in injury rates, our phthalate
policy, and our waste reduction.

10
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› Our company  Values  Closeness

› Coloplast develops products and services to make life easier for people with deeply personal and private medical
conditions [expertise].

The more intimate the condition, the closer we work with our customers to find solutions that are sensitive to their
needs [goodwill].

Closeness to all customers - end users as well as healthcare professionals - is our goal [goodwill]. Closeness
requires a willingness to listen, an ability to empathize, and a commitment to act on what we learn [goodwill].
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› Our company  Values  Closeness

› … and for us

› Getting closer to our customers and understanding their needs is the guiding principle in everything we do
[goodwill]. We all have a responsibility to listen and help respond to the needs of our customers [trustworthiness].

But closeness also applies to our relationships with one another [goodwill]. We value open and honest dialogue so
we can understand what motivates and drives us - both individually and as a company [Trustworthiness].

Through closeness, we can create a 'we' culture at Coloplast - where we listen to each other and do what we can to
make our working lives easier [goodwill].

›

12
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23.6%

43.1%
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33.3%

51 value statem entsin 65 sentencesacross7 C oloplastAboutUsw ebpages
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› PROFILING COLOPLAST’S IDENTITY
› A strong concern with correct behaviour and zest in fulfilling its mission and
vision (trustworthiness)
› A strong dedication to the needs and desires of its customers (goodwill)
› Avoids reference to its intellect and logic (expertise) and underplays its
achievements (expertise)
› Coloplast has strategically positioned itself as morally upright and caring

14
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GOODWILL

Open &
trustworthy

Sustainable

Independent

Partnership

Relentlessly
ambitious

Focused on people
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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose is to propose a structure for corporate value statements, which is useful as
an underlying organizing principle that makes them more comprehensible, and at the same time
identifies values that can serve as criteria for strategic decision-making.
Design/methodology/approach – The main approach is theoretical development of value
categories. It is followed up by an empirical investigation of value statements on corporate web pages
to see if the proposed principles are applicable.
Findings – The paper proposes a comprehensive value system that consists of three main value
categories juxtaposed on the same level: Core values prescribe the attitude and character of the
organization. They are often found in sections on code of conduct, values statement, or credo.
Protected values are protected through rules, standards and certificates. They are mostly found in
sections concerning health, environment and safety. Created values are the values that stakeholders,
including the shareholders, expect in return for their contributions to the firm. They are often found
in sections on objectives and always in the annual report.
Research limitations/implications – The empirical research is limited to companies listed on two
stock exchanges. Further research should include other types of organizations.
Practical implications – It is hoped that the proposed value system can contribute to making
corporate value statements more comprehensible and useful for strategic decision-making.
Originality/value – It is believed to be a new idea to propose a holistic value system for value
communication that can incorporate all values.
Keywords Corporate communications, Corporate strategy, Management philosophy,
Mission statements, Corporate social responsibility
Paper type Conceptual paper

1. Introduction
The internet has changed the way companies present themselves. Now, virtually all
companies have their own website that can be easily found and explored with search
engines, and this resource has provided new opportunities for communication. The
focus of this paper is communication of values. Companies exist to create value, and
most companies therefore state their intentions regarding values – explicitly or
implicitly – on their web pages.
In the study reported below, we investigated value statements of approximately 300
American and Norwegian stock listed companies, and the general finding is that
statements concerning value are found in different places, difficult to sort out, and
confusing with regard to value categories, mixing such things as ends and means,
conduct and consequence. In particular, value statements do not provide a sound basis
for strategic decision-making that aims at achieving objectives, with focus on
The authors thank Søren Wenstøp, Knut Seip and the two anonymous referees for valuable
suggestions to the paper.
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consequence. Thus, typical value statements are not compatible with what is known as
value focused thinking (Keeney, 1992) in multi-criteria decision-making.
Our main question is: How can value statements be organized to communicate
better and at the same time provide a basis for strategic decision-making?
Previous surveys of corporate values have tended to focus on ethics statements, of
which Murphy (2005) has identified four types: values statement, corporate credo, code
of ethics and internet privacy policy. He finds growth in the use of these statements
over the last decade. Chun (2005) reports that previous studies have focused on one
value category – so-called core values, using the annual report as source of
information. Chun’s (2003) approach is similar to ours by using the company’s web
pages as the source of information, looking for statements about virtues. The difference
between these approaches and ours is that we aim at investigating the complete value
system – not only conduct, but everything that is said to be of value.
To explore the issue, we first develop a theoretical framework for value statements,
which is meant to be suitable for sorting out values that are useful for strategic
decision-making purposes. Then we report from a stratified survey of American
corporations listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and on the Oslo Stock
Exchange (OSE) and study value statements in the light of the framework to see
whether it is applicable.
2. Need for better value structure
To explain our intent, let us first look at an example that is typical for many
corporations. ConocoPhillips (COP) is the largest American corporation in our survey,
and a search with the keyword ‘‘value’’ on their web pages immediately brings up a
‘‘purpose-and-value statement’’[1].
Purpose: ‘‘Use our pioneering spirit to responsibly deliver energy to the world.’’
Values: We operate safely. We respect one another, recognizing that our success depends upon
the commitment, capabilities and diversity of our employees. We are ethical and trustworthy
in our relationships with all stakeholders. We are accountable for our actions. We are a good
neighbor and citizen in the community. We anticipate change and respond with creative
solutions. We are agile and responsive to the changing needs of stakeholders and embrace
learning opportunities from our experiences around the world. Our ‘‘can do’’ spirit delivers top
performance. We encourage collaboration, celebrate success and build and nurture longstanding, mutually beneficial relationships.

We observe that the purpose is to create value for the world by delivering energy, and
that the value statement make references to how they operate and behave, as well as
more indirect references to value creation for stakeholders. But these are certainly not
all the values that are created, and further search on ‘‘value’’ brings up the letter to the
shareholders in the annual (2005) report that indicates that the owners, which are the
residual stakeholders, are seen as preferred compared to the other stakeholders[2]:
At COP, we welcome the relentless challenge of raising shareholder value . . . In line with our
objective to maintain regular dividend increases, we raised the quarterly dividend rate by 24
per cent during the year.

Further, COP documents efforts regarding health, safety and environmental
performance, and has obtained the ISO 14001 certificate, meaning that it complies with
certain environmental management standards that are supposed to help organizations

minimize environment impacts and observe applicable laws, regulations and other
environmentally oriented requirements[3].
Given that the general purpose of an organization is to create value, and having
observed that the kind of website citations above are somewhat typical of a
corporation, we feel that the concept of value is vague and that there is a need for better
structure of the concept.
3. What is of value?
The term ‘‘value’’ is multifarious, as any search on corporate web pages will show. A
reasonable starting point is to simply assume that the purpose of an organization is to
create value, and see what that implies.
3.1. Three value categories
Friedman’s (1970) famous citation asserts that:
The leader of a company has a direct responsibility to the firm’s owners, who employs him.
This responsibility consists of running the enterprise in accordance with their wishes, and
that generally implies that one should earn as much money as possible, while at the same
time following the rules of society.

According to Friedman, there is only one value to be maximized, namely profit. Other
values are protected by the rules of society. Thus, Friedman acknowledges implicitly
that there are several stakeholders in a firm, but decision makers need only pay
attention to one – the preferred stakeholder: the owner, the underlying belief being that
the mechanisms of the free market will automatically maximize the welfare of the
others. A more complex picture is put together by other authors, like Barney (1997), who
regards the organization as a voluntary meeting place of actors that have come together
to provide their resources to create value. Shareholders provide equity, workers provide
skills and labor, consumers provide revenue, suppliers provide physical resources, the
local community provides infrastructure etc. All stakeholders expect value back for
what they provide. Thus, return on investment, worker’s salary, quality goods, business
and workplaces are examples of values that are created. Many regard the other
stakeholders simply as instruments for creating profit for the owners (Porter and
Kramer, 1999), but Freeman and McVea (2001) – one of the originators of stakeholder
theory, and Zadek (2001) – among other things chief executive of accountability[4] –
argue that stakeholder values should be considered intrinsic values – not only
instruments for owners’ profit – and therefore deserve to be reckoned as such. This,
however, creates a challenge for corporate governance, since is it not obvious how the
values should be distributed. Somehow stakeholder importance needs to be taken into
account, and that requires decision-making. Along these lines, Jensen (2002) has
proposed an ‘‘enlightened stakeholder theory’’ with the creation of a corporate objective
function that includes importance weights to guide value distribution. Such a function
would for instance prescribe a relation between dividends and salaries.
Examples of stakeholder values that are created through the operations of the firm
are (Hax and Majluf, 1996):
.

Managers. Growth, market share, profitability, liquidity.

.

Employees. Job satisfaction, motivation, salary, job security.

.

Customers. Price, quality.

.

Shareholders. Earnings/share.
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.

Suppliers. Percent of suppliers’ sales to the firm.

.

Communities. Work places.

The different stakeholders wish to maximize the values above, and there is a trade-off
between what they will provide and how much they get in return. But stakeholders
hold additional values that are absolute in the sense that there is little room for
bargaining. Workers expect their health and safety to be protected, and the local
community expects protection of the environment. Health, environment and safety are
typical examples of values that are not subject to trade-offs, and such values are called
protected values (Baron and Spranca, 1997). Stakeholders simply expect adequate
measures to be in place – the idea of a trade-off between for instance environmental
hazard and profit, or between safety and wages is seen as unethical and therefore
dismissed. This, of course, does not mean that such trade-offs do not happen; the
important point is that such values are protected by a different mindset than the
consequential values above, namely that of duty. It is simply considered management’s
duty to protect health, environment and safety and managers’ natural response to that
is to impose rules, standards and regulations, which are key notions in Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) (European Communities, C.O.T., 2002; Henriques, 2001).
Among the most common standards or guidelines are the Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI), the OECD Guidelines, SA 8000, AA 1000 and the ILO conventions. Many firms
in addition acquire certificates to make sure and assure and that appropriate rules and
routines are in place, the ISO 14000 series being the most influential. There are also
readymade frameworks for reporting, like the GRI, SA 8000, AA 1000 and ISO 14000,
which are the most important ones (Painter-Morland, 2006). It is worth noticing, that
with rules, standards and regulations already in place, there is no need for decisionmaking regarding such matters. The expectation is simply that the procedures are
dutifully followed, and – since the procedures guarantee they will be good – little
attention needs to be paid to actual consequences. Breaking the rules, however, is
ethically wrong, and will elicit strong emotions in the persons involved.
The two value categories above – values that are created and values that are
protected – are fundamental. But the first hits when searching for ‘‘value’’ on web pages
are of a different kind, namely core values. The typical sections where core values
appear are ‘‘code of conduct’’, ‘‘code of ethics’’, ‘‘corporate philanthropy’’, ‘‘corporate
citizenship’’ and ethical principles such as credo (Chun, 2005). Chun has used factor
analysis and identified six dimensions of organizational virtue that underlie core
values: ‘‘integrity’’, ‘‘empathy’’, ‘‘warmth’’, ‘‘courage’’, ‘‘conscientiousness’’ and ‘‘zeal’’.
The six most frequent American core values in our study were ‘‘integrity’’, ‘‘honesty’’,
‘‘respect’’, ‘‘diversity’’, ‘‘openness’’ and ‘‘fairness’’. The difference between core values
and stakeholder values is that whilst the latter usually are tangible results of the
operations of the organization, core values prescribe its character or attitude – the way
it is supposed to operate. The intention is to motivate aspirational values and answer
the question, ‘‘what kind of organization should we be?’’
We have identified three different value categories:
(1) Created values: These are the values the stakeholders have come together to
produce and are the raison d’être for the organization. The distribution of such
values is subject to trade-off by decision makers or bargaining processes.

(2) Protected values: These values are not supposed to suffer infringement. Tradeoff against other values is considered unethical, and management protects them
through rules, standards and regulations.
(3) Core values: These values prescribe behavior, and tell the character and
attitude of the organization.
The three value categories differ in two important respects, namely with regard to
ethics and emotionality. Let us look at these issues.
3.2. Value, ethics and emotion
There are three main classical theories of ethics: virtue ethics, duty ethics, and
consequentialism (Baron et al., 1997).
Virtue ethics is often attributed to Aristotle and pertains to people’s character and
how they act. ‘‘Forgiveness’’, ‘‘gratitude’’, ‘‘regret’’, ‘‘remorse’’, ‘‘humility’’, ‘‘compassion’’,
‘‘courage’’, ‘‘prudence’’ and ‘‘loyalty’’ are examples of classical Aristotelian virtues. Core
values are the modern business version of virtues, intended to profile the character of
the organization. COP’s purpose-and-value statement above mentions several virtues,
such as ‘‘pioneering spirit’’, ‘‘respect’’, ‘‘commitment’’, ‘‘trustworthiness’’ and ‘‘agility’’.
(They also mention ‘‘responsibility’’, ‘‘capability’’ and ‘‘accountability’’, which have a
more dubious status as virtues, a question we will return to below.) To exhibit a
pioneering spirit, to show respect, to appear committed, to look trustworthy etc. you
need emotional intelligence (Goleman, 1995). You need to display emotions that are
strong enough to be visible; and if you fail, by betraying lack of virtue, your emotions
may give way to even stronger ones of guilt or shame.
Duty ethics – or rule based ethics – is mainly attributed to Immanuel Kant. He
insisted that actions possess moral worth only when we do our duty, for duty’s sake –
consequence does not matter. Max Weber formalized the principle of Rule Based
Management, describing the ideal bureaucracy where there are fixed jurisdictional
areas ordered by rules (Weber, 1947) and a well-defined hierarchy of positions for
people to occupy. Management is prescribed through well-defined procedures where
decision making can take place without emotions. Weber described the ideal decisionmaker as a cool bureaucrat that treats everybody according to rules, without ‘‘hatred or
passion’’. Protected values, as described above, are examples of values that are
protected by duty ethics, where the emphasis is on rules and obligations. Health,
environment and safety are supposed to be uncompromised – no trade-off is allowed.
Other important protected values are rights and obligations. For instance, the UN
Global Compact is a set of ten principles for international business conduct in the areas
of human rights, labor and the environment, which in 2006 has 2500 businesses as
members[5]. The International Organization for Standardization organizes ISO
standards[6], and commitment to the standards entails filling in forms and following
procedures that are supposed to help improve performance. But the emphasis is on the
rules, and verification that the rules are in fact followed, and not on the actual
consequences of business operations. In the COP example, we find reference to one
such standard, namely ISO 14001.
While being virtuous and dutiful is considered ethical, it is also equally ethical to
aim for good consequences. It is good to deliver energy to a needy world, and the
shareholders appreciate short-term profits through annual increases in dividends.
When the morality of objectives is not in question, and as long as they represent value
for some, the neutral term ‘‘consequentialism’’ is preferred over ‘‘consequential ethics’’
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(Blackburn, 1998). For a company that subscribes to CSR, consequential end values are
values created for the stakeholders – including owners’’ interests. Rational decisionmaking that will impact stakeholders differently entails a trade-off among them
(Hammond et al., 1998). Recent findings in neurophysiology (Damasio, 1994) implies
that in order to weight stakeholder impact the decision maker needs to elicit emotions.
In other words: rational consequentialism requires involvement of emotion. In the
citations from COP’s website above, obvious end values are ‘‘energy delivered’’ and
‘‘shareholder returns’’. There are allusions to other stakeholder values, however, and we
shall return to that after a short discussion of ethical mindsets.
3.3. Ethical mindsets
What comes first, virtue ethics, duty ethics or consequentialism? This is an old
philosophical problem that we cannot pursue here, but see Blackburn (1998) for a good
discussion. The short version is that according to Aristotle, virtue is important since it
will promote human flourishing – which is a consequentialistic argument. Similarly,
Kant’s third version of his categorical imperative: ‘‘So act as though you were through
your maxims a law-making member of a kingdom of ends,’’ means that we should
make laws that have good consequences for the society where we are members. Thus,
there are authoritative arguments for saying that both virtue- and duty ethics are
consequentialistic in origin, and this is also Blackburn’s conclusion. The reason the
two ethical principles are so important, is that they take away the burden of thinking
about consequences of our actions all the time. As long as our actions are virtuous and
we abide by the rules, the consequences will probably be good, and we will be fine.
But this does not mean that virtues and duties can be subsumed under
consequentialism. Our attitude towards virtue and duty is psychologically and
emotionally very different from a mere consideration of tradeoff among consequences
(Wenstøp, 2005). March (1994) has observed that decision makers in organizations use
two kinds of logic, what he calls a logic of consequence – which is rational
consideration of consequences, and a logic of appropriateness – which is to fulfill role
expectations, doing what is deemed appropriate. Interestingly, March finds that most
decision makers will say they apply a logic of consequence, while the reality seems to
be the opposite. Appropriateness pertains to virtue as well as duty. Lack of integrity,
honesty etc. is inappropriate, and so is breaking of rules – and both evoke strong
emotions of guilt and shame.
Essentially, people consider different sorts of value with different mindsets.
A consequential mindset allows for trade-offs among end results, while virtues and
duties generally do not. And this is our main argument for using the classical ethical
perspectives as a basis for structuring organizational values. Virtues, rules and
consequences are all reasons for actions, and should therefore be considered for a
legitimate place in the value statement of an organization, but they are used differently,
and should therefore not be mixed.
4. Sorting out values
Table I summarizes our discussion so far. Let us see how this can be applied in practice,
continuing the case of COP. We classified ‘‘pioneering spirit’’, ‘‘respect’’, ‘‘commitment’’,
‘‘trustworthiness’’ and ‘‘agility’’ as virtues since they characterize how people in the
organization should act, but we stopped at ‘‘responsibility’’, ‘‘capability’’ and
‘‘accountability’’ since these have direct consequences. Responsibility appeared in a
context that implicated the environment, capability presumably fosters quality and

accountability would mean that they compensate stakeholders who have reason for
complaint. Thus, these three virtues may be seen as instruments for stakeholder
values, and it is probably most reasonable to list both the virtues and the stakeholder
values, the latter to be further classified as protected or created. Referring to Chun’s six
virtue dimensions of integrity, empathy, warmth, courage, conscientiousness and
zeal, we may probably classify ‘‘pioneering spirit’’, ‘‘agility’’ and ‘‘capability’’ under
zeal; ‘‘commitment’’, ‘‘trustworthiness’’ and ‘‘accountability’’ under integrity; and
‘‘responsibility’’ under empathy.
Protected values are values that are protected by rules or procedures to which the
organization voluntarily subscribes. COP has an ISO 14001 certificate, which means
that they satisfy a complex system of standards for how their operations impact the
environment, as well as their own health, environment and safety system. The values
protected by these systems need to be listed in a complete value system, but for our
purposes ‘‘health’’, ‘‘environment’’ and ‘‘safety’’ are sufficient. On the other hand, there is
little point in listing obligatory rules. One example is ‘‘code of ethics’’ statements that
comply with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act[7]. These are mandatory for NYSE listed
corporations, and almost identical for all NYSE corporations.
Which values does COP create according to their webpages? There are several
references to stakeholders in the purpose-and-value statement, and some of them are
mentioned explicitly: customers, employees, neighbors and the community. Owners are
also stakeholders, and created values include stock value and dividends for the owners,
energy for the customers, and citizenship contribution for the community.
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5. Value system
When we want to make a graphic representation of a value system, the question arises
whether one of the value categories should have preponderance over the others. One
may argue that since the purpose of the organization is to create value, created values
should be on top. On the other hand, since the three ethical principles are
complementary, it is natural to display the corresponding values on the same level. We
therefore propose to display the values of an organization as a set of three boxes
juxtaposed on the same level, as shown in Figure 1.
Created values will usually be developed in the form of a goal hierarchy that leads to
objectives and decision criteria. Figure 2 shows an outline of how a value system for
COP could be depicted, based on a selection of the information on the WebPages. The
structure might serve as a basis for a more complete portrait of the value system.
There is no trade-off among the three top-level value categories, or among the core
values, which function as a backdrop for all activities in the organization. Created
values represent the kind of values the stakeholders want in return for what they
Value category

Examples

Core values
(virtues)
Protected values

Integrity, honesty,
respect
Health, environment
safety, rights
ROI, quality, image,
citizenship

Created values

Instruments
Code of conduct
Rules, standards,
certificates
Goals and objectives

Ethical theory
Virtue ethics

Emotions
Strong

Duty ethics

Absent

Consequentialism

Some

Note: ‘‘Protected values’’ and ‘‘created values’’ are both stakeholder values

Table I.
Value categories with
examples of values,
managerial instruments,
the underlying theory
of ethics and the level of
emotions elicited in
decision-making contexts
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provide, and are subject to trade-off. In Figure 2 the stakeholders under ceated values
are put on the same level, reflecting true CSR attitude (Zadek, 2001). Corporate law,
however, regards shareholders as the residual stakeholder, and therefore entitled to
preferred treatment corresponding to the higher risk they carry. Organizing the ceated
values as a hierarchy with shareholders on top, and the other stakeholders below could
reflect this preferred treatment.
6. A survey of Norwegian and American corporations
To investigate to which degree the proposed value system is applicable to current
business practice, we conducted a limited survey of Norwegian and American
companies listed on Oslo Stock Exchange (OSE) and NYSE, respectively. We wanted to
find out to what degree companies state values on their web pages, to which degree
values can be classified according to the three value categories, and to which degree
the categories are emphasized. We also wanted to determine whether there are
systematic differences between Norway and the USA in this respect.
We searched the web pages with keywords such as ‘‘corporate governance’’, ‘‘ethics’’,
‘‘values’’, ‘‘goals’’, ‘‘social responsibility’’, ‘‘community involvement’’, ‘‘procedures’’,
‘‘environmental involvement’’, ‘‘stakeholder’’, ‘‘shareholder’’, ‘‘who we are’’, ‘‘commitment’’
and ‘‘purpose’’. This search typically leads to value oriented sections, provided they
exist, that could be investigated more thoroughly. Statements of corporate values are
often found at different sites in the web pages depending on the topic, e.g. financial
goals, social responsibility and certification.
We looked for core values (virtues) by searching for statements of behaviour,
attitude or character with keywords like ‘‘integrity’’, ‘‘honesty’’, ‘‘openness’’, ‘‘respect’’
and ‘‘fairness’’. Created values were found by searching for statements focusing on the
Value system

Figure 1.
Generic value system:
core values prescribe the
attitude and character of
the organization

Core values

Created values

Protected values

Note: Created values are values created for the
stakeholders, and protected values are protected by
voluntary standards and procedures

ConocoPhillips' value system

Core values

Figure 2.
Outline of how one could
construct a value system
for ConocoPhillips, based
on the information
available on the
company’s webpages
(May 2006)

Pioneering spirit
Respect
Commitment
Trustworthiness
Agility
Responsibility
Capability
Accountability

Created values
Owners
Stock value
Dividends
Customers
Energy
Community
Citizenship

Protected values
Health values
Safety values
Environmental values
Emissions

outcome of actions with keywords like ‘‘maximising’’, ‘‘profitability’’ and ‘‘creating
value’’. Finally, we looked for protected values by searching for statements that show
commitment to rules, norms, certifications and authorities with keywords like ‘‘legal’’,
‘‘ISO standards’’, ‘‘safety’’, ‘‘health’’ and ‘‘certification’’.
6.1. The pilot study
The aim of the pilot study was to investigate the prevalence of statements about core
values and protected values. We obtained a randomized sample stratified over
industries of 100 Norwegian and 107 American listed companies, and registered
whether or not the companies made statements concerning core values or protected
values. It turned out that 65 Norwegian and 72 American corporations did so. The
difference between the proportions is not significant ( p ¼ 0.77 on a Fisher test), but we
did find a positive and significant ( p ¼ 0.000 on a Mann-Whitney test) association for
the whole sample between the size of the corporation, measured in terms of revenue,
and the presence of value statements: the larger the corporation, the more likely a value
statement.
6.2. The main study
The main study was an in depth study that analyzed the content of the value
statements. The data collection period was from June to December 2005. We studied
only companies that made statements of core values or protected values. The sample
consisted of 43 Norwegian and 43 American listed companies, where we went into
depth investigating the companies’ web pages and evaluated the strength of value
communication in each of the three value dimensions. We also registered the particular
core values that were emphasized, as well as whether statements about created values
had a stockholder or stakeholder approach. The evaluation of communication strength
was based on judgement of whether the value statements were easy to find, whether
they were easy to understand, and whether they were comprehensively dealt with. The
general conclusion was that it is relatively easy to find, classify and evaluate value
statements according to the proposed system. We observed no significant differences
between NYSE and OSE with regard to the strength of value statements, but we did
find a significant and positive association between it and a stakeholder approach.
We found that of the American companies, 77 per cent communicated created
values, 54 per cent communicated protected values and 67 per cent communicated core
values. That compares with 86 per cent, 47 per cent and 61 per cent, respectively, for
the Norwegian companies. There is no significant association between country and
value category (chi square p ¼ 0.66).
The top six core values for the American companies that made virtue statements
were: integrity (67 per cent), honesty (50 per cent), respect (29 per cent), diversity (21
per cent), openness (21 per cent) and fairness (21 per cent). Among the Norwegian
companies the top six virtues were: honesty (29 per cent), respect (24 per cent), integrity
(18 per cent), diversity 18 per cent), openness (18 per cent) and innovativeness (18 per
cent). Although the lists look similar, there is a notable difference: ‘‘Integrity’’ ranks first
on NYSE, with a prevalence of 67 per cent, but is only number four on OSE, with a
prevalence of 18 per cent.
6.3. Reliability and validity
Neither reliability nor validity are yet investigated. Reliability can be tested by
investigating whether the same search words will produce approximately the same
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statistical results. Validity, which is the more important concern in our context, has to
do with the interpretation and classification of value statements, and can be checked
by having another reseacher go through the same material. Further reliability and
validity tests will be required to further explore our corporate values classification.
7. Conclusion
The general conclusion is that the prevalence of website value statements is quite high
for the companies listed on NYSE and OSE, and all three value categories are well
represented. Stakeholder values are most prevalent, followed by core value statements,
while value related standards and procedures are least prevalent. The value statements
tend to be found in quite different places in the web-pages and are not well organised,
but they can be identified, sorted out and presented in a more comprehensive manner
according to the proposed value system. We do not claim that a presentation of
corporate values in the form of a tree structure like Figure 2 is particularly
advantageous, but we do think it is helpful to use it as an underlying organizing
principle that makes it easier to construct a comprehensive set of value statements,
which has the additional advantage that it sorts out values that can serve as criteria for
strategic decision-making.
Notes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

www.conocophillips.com/about/Purpose+and+Values/index.htm (May 2006).
http://wh.conocophillips.com/about/reports/ar05/letter.htm (May 2006).
http://sd.conocophillips.com (May 2006).
www.accountability21.net/default.asp (September 2006).
www.unglobalcompact.org/ParticipantsAndStakeholders/index.html (29 March 2006).
http://webstore.ansi.org/ansidocstore/iso.asp
US Congress 2002.
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